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12 semi-nude and wildly
mutilated bodies were found over
the past two months in the Seattle
area, and in the resort district in
the interior. The crimes were
reminiscent of the infamous Ted
Bundy killings of the seventies.
The Bradies became suspects
after Greg Brady was seen near
one of the kill sites in a car which
matched a description given by a
woman who had been left for
dead by the Brady clan, but survived the brutal attack.
"Hey, I wasn't even near any
of those places," said Greg Brady,
"me and Marsha were just out
driving around looking for an ice
cream shop."
The entire family has been arrested and charged with the
twelve murders. "We have reason
to believe that Alice the
Housekeeper is the ringleader.
Her butcher boyfriend seems to
have supplied all of the. knives
and stuff for the killings and dis

Donna

memberments," said Sergeant Jim
Rock of the Seattle Police.
"I've never seen anything like
it in all my years in police work,

WLUSU President Karen Bird expressed sin-

cere regret over the incident, and a special Sunday
pull-out of the Stah will appear this week-end to
contain it.
Faculty of Music representatives could not be
reached because they all went down with the Aird
building. Todd "Bubba" Worrell, a member of the
custodial staff who was assigned to clean up the
various music faculty classrooms and offices, is
now the acting Dean of Music. "It sure is an
honour," Worrell said from his temporary office in
the sub-sub-basement of the Peters Building, "But I
sure didn't want to get promoted like this. Sure is
nice, though."
The Aird Centre was supposed to be all but unsinkable, and was heralded as such when it officially opened in November. Today, while emergency
teams continue to pick up the pieces, Building
Director Fred Freiberger admits that those boasts
were "a bit overspoken."
"Yes, the building could sink," Frieberger said The John Black Aird Centre was a beloved landmark on the in what is now being described as the worst inland maritime disfrom his Central Teaching Building office yester- Laurier campus, but on Wednesday morning it met an icy doom aster in the history of WLU. (Aquaman Photo)
day morning, "but the odds against it hitting an as it rammed headlong into an iceberg. 523 Music students died
iceberg—especially this far south-were so high as

Fotheringham.
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Hundreds of music students were killed Monday as the John Black Aird Centre smashed into an
iceberg and sank during the early morning fog.
"It was goddamned horrible," said tuba player
Norm MacPherson, who floated to safety on his instrument case while clarinet players and flutists
sank to their dooms around him. "Thank God for
the tuba," MacPherson added as he was carried off
on a stretcher to be treated for hypothermia.
523 students are missing and presumed dead
after the tragedy. Four music students, all tuba
players, were able to float to safety before the suction from the building's sinking pulled everyone
else to their dooms.
"It's a horrible tragedy," Dean of Students Fred
Nichols said, "and the craziest thing I've seen in all
my years here. The old Athletic Centre's boiler
melted down once and radioactively sterilized the
entire visiting Western women's volleyball team,
but, golly, this is unprecedented."
Other university officials were equally shocked
by the Aird incident. The WLU Faculty Association
expressed regrets that so much potential classroom
space for faculty meetings had been lost, while university President John Weir was unavailable for
comment, as usual. "I guess he's aggrieved, but
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to be acceptable."

Johnson gets a drubbin from
Dubin; Bird gets last word; Stah
staff quaff and puff in Campus
Clubs room; Death to anarchists

"And,"he added, "the bulkheads should have
held up, even against such punishment. Something
went wrong."

Indeed it did. Confidential memos obtained by
the Stah under the Freedom of Information Act tell
a shocking story. In an effort to cut costs and get
the already behind-schedule centre completed,
emergency bulkheads were thrown together with
aluminum foil and chicken wire, rather than the
titanium-steel they were budgeted for.
"Geez, I guess we really did cut corners, eh?
How about that!" said Freiberger, scratching his
head when told.
Other building short-cuts discovered include the
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elimination of two whole floors from the centre, the
complete lack of a basement in the building, and
the use of Cool Whip dessert lopping for caulking
around the centre's windows. All of these shortcuts may have contributed to the building's vulnerability to icebergs.
A federal commission has been appointed to
study the Aird incident. Federal Minister of
Icebergs and Other Big Floating Objects JeanJacques Poupde declined to comment on what
direction the investigation will take.
For now, the university has cancelled all music
exams until something can be done about re-

creating the faculty. Acting Dean of Music Worreil
said that getting professors and students shouldn't
be much of a problem, but that new instruments
could be hard to come by. "We lost twelve million
dollars in oboes alone. Hey, that's a lot of oboes!"
Worrell opined.
A proposal to put a cairn above the spot where
the Aird building sank beneath the waves for the

final time was defeated by the university Senate.
"We're sorry, but we're not that sorry," said a
Senate spokesman who asked to remain
anonymous.

and I've seen stuff that would
make you poop green," added
Seattle Police Commissioner
James Gordon.
The attacks were conducted
systematically and efficiently by
the entire family, say investigators close to the case. Victims
would be approached by one of
the Brady kids, who pretended to
be in need of assistance. The rest
of the group would wait nearby in
a large van, ready to spirit the
chosen victim away to the execution den. Mike Brady's den in the
house made famous in the television series was modified to serve
as a pit of slow death. Police at
the scene of the killings describe
a lair of torture equipment and
meat cleavers.
It would appear that Alice
would take the freshly
slaughtered meat, age it in the garage, then cook up parts of the
dismembered corpses with a big
steaming vat of Minute Rice.
The killings seem to be a
vengeful reaction to the poor
ratings received by The Brady
Bunch Reunion. "I don't know
what came over us. We just
struck back at anyone and everyone," said Bobbie Brady.
Victims of the murderous
bunch included the Cleavers of

Leave It To Beaver fame.

Lottery system introduced

OSAP revamped
By Carl Bernstein Trawna Stah

nil." The savings in overhead will
be disbursed in the lottery, ac-

The Ontario Student Assistance Programme has been replaced by a Random Student As-

cording to a source at MCU.

sistance Programme.
RSAP will consist of weekly

draws over the 32 week school
year, with a special bonus draw in
August. Prizes for the regular
draws range from $500 and a box
of Kraft Dinner, to $100,000 and
reading week on the Cote
D'Azure.
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"We're really excited by this
change," said Colleges and Universities Minister Lyn McLeod.
"T his will be much more fair than
the

current system, as well as cut
administrative costs to almost

Ontario Federation of Stu-

dents Chairperson Shelly Potter
has given her unqualified support
to the new initiative. "This is the
first good thing the Peterson
government has come out with.
Besides, they lold me that I could
have ten tickets if I supported the
idea," said Potter.

Billy-Joe McLean, a student
at the University of Toronto
(Halifax), says the new plan is
"da best darned ting ta come frum
da govment since day started selling booze, eh. I jes luve dat gamblin' stuff, ad for such a good
ting, too. Boy, I jes wish it were
be my idear, ya know?" Student

—

now it's RSAP

acceptance of RSAP is expected
to be swift, because it is perceived to be far more fair than the
current system.

The Tory opposition at
Queen's Park, who are not the
Official Opposition mind you,
say that too much cash will be put
into student hands with the new
programme. "Those damn students will be drinking more and
bugging us alot. We hate when
people have fun," said Andy
Brandt, the Interim Leader of the
Ontario Tory Types. The Tories
favour the total elimination of

The government has released
a statement disregarding the Tory
resistance to RSAP. "Why should
we listen to some damn third

party's Interim Leader? He barely
speaks for himself, let alone anyone who is remotely credible,"
said an unidentified government

hack.
Tickets for the lottery can be
picked up at all normal outlets by
presenting a valid student card. A
special scratch-and-win bonus

will be included on the first
10,000 tickets. Lucky scratchers
will
win portions of Canadian
student assistance. "They should
all just go and get jobs, dammit!" Government holdings in South
croaked Brandt. "That's what's Africa, which have grown
wrong with kids today
they all dramatically since everyone else
-

want an education.

in the world has divested.

War breaks out!
By Robbie Robertson Trawna Stah

The tiny island nations of St.
Pierre and Miquelon have launched
an invasion of the University of Waterloo campus.
And, so far at least, they appear to
be winning.
The invasion began Tuesday night,
while most of the Waterloo campus lay
either sleeping or working feverishly
to finish unsolved math problems.
Within minutes, hundreds of fishing
boats which had made their way up
the St. Lawrence, and then through
the treacherous underground passages
of the Ontario water table into Lake
Waterloo, dumped their cargoes of

irate French-speaking fishermen onto
the beaches of Waterloo.
It was, by all reports, a complete
rout for the University of Waterloo de-

fenders. Village One had fallen by
dawn, with Village Two, surrounded
and besieged, not expected to last until
Friday.

WLU students have thrown themof
selves wholeheartedly on the side
them
the French invaders, providing
with food, drink and companionship.
hold
"At least they [the invaders] can
their booze, and they don't talk about
all
math problems and engine parts
the time," said an unidentified woman
attending Laurier this year.
"Zee battle, she is going good,"

said Genera! Vinr.y DeGaulle of the in-

vading forces. With the Science library in flames, and Fed Hall a
burned-out, bone-filled crater, that is

an understatement. Three cheers for
the brave fighters of St. Pierre and Mi-

quelon! May their truth go marching
on!
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Canada and U.S. forecast

Toronto five-dav forecast

'

Trawna Acute-weather forecast

Toronto almanac

Ontario outlook
LONDON-WINDSOR: London's a damn nice town, although it could use a

good bars. The addition of the Detroit Tigers 'AA' team should improve things nicely. Windsor is the stinking asshole of Ontario, so stay away.
The most pretentious wanker I've ever met came from Windsor, but that's another story.
BROWNSVILLE-TILLSONBURG: So you've never heard of the one, and a
Stompin' Tom Connors song is the only source of your knowledge of the second. Big deal, Mr. Suburban Toronto Big-shot who lives in a fucking pathetic
little house with a lawn the size of a dog feces and thinks the world revolves
around him. You'll get yours, you slimy sea-dog!
TRAWNA-HAMILTON: God, but these two cities hate each other, and who
would be so silly as to place them so close together, separated by but a hyphen? Don't try this at home we're trained typists here, and we can handle
the backlash.
LAKE SCUMHOLE: You call this a lake? Where I come from, this is called an
industrial waste dump. When the wind blows from the lake into Trawna, half
the goddamned city develops skin cancer. Damn it Jim, phasers on full, point
blank range! Set the lake on fire!!!
few more

-

,

Ontario forecast for Wednesday

You don't want to know.
Cold. Damned Cold.
I hope so.

Record High (city)
Record Low (city)
Sunrise
Sunset
Moonrise

Bad fucking movie, eh?
When it feels like it.
Like I give a shitl

Moonset

AIR QUALITY INDEX at 4 p.m. yesterday.
Less than 32 is acceptable, but you'll have lungcancer by the time you're 40, asshole.
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Ontario cities today
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Hub City
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Bedrock
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World cities

Surdmaryr

Well, it all starts off when Hamlet's father is killed by his uncle
and his conniving bitch of a mother who also, incidently, has Acapulco
--

the hots for Hamlet, but this is never actually stated, it's a subtext and you have to figure it out for yourself. Anyway, Hamlet's
dad was the king of Denmark when the Danes had more to
their names then just mediocre beer and knock-out blonds.
We're out of room now, so tune in next week for more of our
thrilling tale!!!
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Amherstburg
Anodyne
Aspirin
Albalonga

exam.

"Holy Cow, it was a bloody damned
mess," said Dean of Custodians Morgan
Lafayette after viewing the aftermath.
"There was entrails and stuff all over the
place. Used up a shitload of J-cloths getting the room spic-and-span for classes
the next day, but we did it," continued

Lafayette.

The massacre occurred in Room P-11213427255263-AAB sometime between 5:30 p.m. and 7:15 p.m. on the
night of Wednesday, March 29. The
Sociology class was writing a mid-term
at the time, bilt "nothing major enough to
warrant this sort of affair, this much is
certain for sure, for sure" according to
Dr. Lintz Minyi, whose class this was.
"Holy Smokers, Mr. Journalist-guy, this
was not what the doctor ordered, for
sure!" Dr. Minyi noted.
Dr. Minyi said that despite the death
of his entire class, he would forge ahead
with the final week of classes and final
examinations as usual, and that death
would not be accepted as an excuse for
not writing the exam. "When I was a boy
in Bulgaria, we laughed at death. Higher
education was the path out, Mr.
Journalist-guy, and when the train came,
you took it!"
Police have been close-lipped about
the case. "Mother 'o Mercy, laddie, it
surely was a mess!" said Waterloo Police
Chief Mick O'Hara. "They was hacked
apart like a bunch 'o sodding cows, they
was, like cows to the slaughter! Mother
'o Mercy, me bucko, but it'll be a cold
day in Hell before I forgets this sad,
sorry incident!"
There are few leads to who might
have had a motive for the bizarre massmurder. Waterloo police lieutenant
Robert Columbo had a few thoughts on
the subject:
"Well, sir, there's just one thing.
What was the faculty association doing
when it didn't attempt to enter the room
which it had booked for 7:15 p.m. on the
night of the murders, the very same room
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WLU prof
supports

Apartheid

meeting. WLUFA President Edcil Wickham was astonished at any charges of
wrong-doing by the newly-formed facul-

ty association, as he stated "we had nothing to with any massacre of students, real
or otherwise. Not that we'd apologize if
we had, mind you, but nothing happened

that night. Yeah, that's the ticket Nothing."

Wickham said that "we didn't take

House. And anyway, if someone killed
those kids, well they had it coming to
them! They were taking up the space and
time of their intellectual and moral superiors. Why, if I hadn't had that AK-47
assault rifle in the trunk of my car, who
knows how long the crimes of these uppity students might have gone...unh, in a
hypothetical sense, of course. Unh, no
comment. This was all off the record,
wasn't it?"
The massacre has already been
likened to bloodbaths such as the Charles
Manson "Helter Skelter" murders of the
late 19605, the Seattle "Brady Bunch"
murders of late last year and the Archaeology Club Slumber Party massacre
of January of this year. Like those murders, the killers may have betrayed themselves with the strange graffitti painted
on the walls with blood of the victims.
"WHEN WE SAY 'GET OUT', WE
MEAN 'GET OUT' !!!": what does it
mean? We may never know.
The investigation into the brutal slaying may continue indefinitely, as police
continue to look for clues which aren't
forthcoming.
"They were probably pot-crazed
freaks, I'll stake my life on it," speculated Chief O'Hara, "but of anything
else, I canna help you, laddie."

27

27
27

WLU Booking office records do indeed show that WLUFA had Room P-11213427255263-AAB booked on the
night of the killings for an organizational

want to. Yeah, that's it. We had better
things to do with our time than go to any
silly meeting...that's the ticket...we went
to The Doll House...yeah, the Doll

27

Antidisestablishmentarianism

as the doomed students were writing
their exam in. Answer that, sir, and
you've got the killer or killers."

possession of the room at 6:50
p.m....err...7:15 p.m. because...we didn't
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27
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Adirondack

A 1 Auerbach has been manning the phones
non-stop since he announced his ground-breaking "Auerbach for
Apartheid" campaign. $12 million has been raised to date, and A

Psychology professor

will be opening for U2 during that group's "Fuck the Minorities,
We're in it for ourselves now" 1990 World Tour.

WLU Psychology professor
Dr. A 1 Auerbach is mad and he's
not going to take it anymore.
"For months, all it's been is
'Anti-apartheid this' and 'Boycott
South Africa that.' I've got nothing against anti-racism, but I decided we needed some balance in
our fund-raising organizations
And so the "Auerbach for
Apartheid" campaign was born.
"It's quite simple," Auerbach
stated in an exclusive interview
with the Stah. "You send your
money to me and I invest it in
South African companies. It's
really simple, and quite fun."
The phone lines have been
jammed since Auerbach started
the campaign last week. "There's
a lot of interest," Dr. Auerbach
said, "especially from the redneck contingent."
The "Auerbach for Apartheid"
will continue to run "into the
foreseeable future," according to
Dr. Auerbach.
"I seem to have tapped a goldmine," the university professor
concluded.

1

27 Sociology 234 students are dead
following a massacre during a mid-term

27

27
27

Sociology massacre
terminates exam
and bugs WLUFA
a whole lot
By Connie Chung Trawna Stah

27

How about the great asses of politics?
Golly, but Brian Mulroney
has a great butt.
But, then, don't all popular
politicians? Chic cheeks are the
order of the day. A good buttock
is worth a thousand platitudes, as
Homer-or was it Hefner?-once
said. You may think Mulroney is
a horse's ass, but this horse's ass
has a butt that's the cat's meow.
Why all this back-side talk?
Well, a Gallup Poll released last
week suggests that the attractiveness of a candidate's butt, or lack
thereof, is one of the prime deciding factors when Canadian voters
go to the polls.
Look at the last federal election. Ed Broadbent was the typical middle-class working-man's
butt. No finesse, no sexiness, just
a dumpy sort of honesty that
endeared him to all those who
think dumpy butts make the best
leaders.
John Turner's buttocks were
as nervous as their owner's

and lesbians everywhere—beat

speech habits. Who can trust a

guy whose ass jumps around like
two orange slices on a hot
griddle? Canadians sure can't,
and so Mulroney became Prime
Minister.
Of course, the lack of women
in politics has to be quickly addressed. Too much butt-watching
of males by other males only
leads to habits which aren't conducive to the propagation of the
species. Remember the Greeks?
They excluded women from
citizenship, much less politics,
and they paid the piper for their
mistakes.
Look, I like watching Mulroney's butt-firm as his chin, and
twice as intelligent looking as the
rest of his oh-so-lawyerish bodybut I'd much rather be looking at
the shapely ass of someone who I

wouldn't feel perverted chowing
down on at the end of the day
!!!???. 1 love
Svend Robinson as
much as the next guy, but like a

Stinger

brother or a Henry Moore sculpture, not like...err...you know. It's
time for Kim Basinger and Susan
Sarandon to take their leaps into
politics, before North America
falls to the tightly efficient tushes
of the Japanese.
The Gallup Poll draws on
University of Western Ontario
findings on the significance of
buttocks in selecting leaders as
surrogate-mates. An assertive butt
is the butt of a leader, or at least
our sub-conscious thinks so.
George Bush--above and
beyond the subconscious sexual
appeal of his last name to males

Mike Dukakis because Dukakis
didn't have any butt at all. Look
at the photos if you don't believe
me. Mike Dukakis' torso led
directly into his legs, and that was
the end of the Democratic Party
for another four years. Mike
Dukakis, you're no George Bush.
Mr. Potato-head would shun a
tush like yours.
In the future, parties will
choose their candidates on the
basis of buttocks. Think of the
possibilities! Arnold Scwarzenegger as the President, taking a
hard, firm line with the Soviets!
Elizabeth Manley as the Prime
Minister, taking the leadership of
the country between those strong
thighs of hers and squeezing!
Gorbachev being retired in disgrace when it is discovered that
he has another "birthmark" on his
left cheek, this time resembling a
map of Afghanistan!
The possibilities are endless...
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Wrong Bundy
It was discovered yesterday
that California state officials executed the wrong man when they
fried Ted Bundy in February. It
turns out that their outstanding
warrant was for famous wrestler
Ted "King Kong" Bundy. The
wrestler remains at large, and
spectators at WWF events are
warned to evacuate the stadium
should Bundy appear on the card.

Turn bull missing
Local officials are still
bemused at the apparent disappearence of Waterloo Mayor
Brian Turnbull. He was last seen

on Monday walking from the
City Centre. Apparently, a flash
of light came down from the sky,
and after the dust settled, Turnbull was no-where to be found.
Speculation is that he faked
the apparent divine intervention
in order to free up some "personal
time" so he could spend a few
weeks in Tennessee. His fascination with Elvis is well known
around City Hall, and there was a
great deal on Eastern Airlines for

Bird loses in steroid scandal
By Walter Cronkite

Trawna Stah
WLUSU President Karen
Bird has been stripped of her
presidency in a steroid scandal.
Random drug testing instituted last month by the Dean's
Advisory Council and applicable
to all WLUSU staff members and
affiliated organizations, such as
Student Publications, revealed
that Bird had high quantities of
Verbosazol, a banned steroid
which increases the muscle content of the larynyx, the diaphragm

and other speech-related parts of

the body.
The result, according to

steroid expert Charlie Francis,
contacted yesterday by the Stah,
is a human being with vastly increased vocabulary and talkativeness within only two weeks of
starting steroid injections.

Bird unethically used the Verbosazol to verbally steamroll her
opponents in last year's presidential election, and to cloud the
minds of reporters sent to interview her throughout the year. She
has been stripped of her presidency, and will also have her
grades erased from the WLU
computer, and she will be banned
from both academics and student
government for the next two
years.

"It's harsh," said John Weir's
secretary Donna Dixon, pulling
on her cigarette and taking a swig
from a bottle of Crown Royal,
"but a message has to be sent to
these kids: if you're going to do
drugs, you'd better not do ones
that actually improve you, and
they'd damn well better be drugs
that are legal and that the government is making a shit-load of
money off of."

Bird isn't denying the revelations, and instead said, "I'm glad
it's all out" Bird broke down in
tears at a press conference held in
the Paul Martin Centre Wednesday to announce the findings. The
ex-president then reeled off a list
of 47 other WLUSU staffers and
related personnel who are also on
steroids or who have been involved in selling them to others.

Pistoffazol, a steroid which increases aggressiveness and the
desire to be confrontational, but
denied Bird's charges that he was
the "Sugar Daddy" of WLUSU's
steroid cravings. "Hey, piss off
why don't you!" Leblanc said before smashing a laser-printer off a
Stah photographer's head.

see."

The Federal Minister of DrugTesting and Other Asinine Infringements of Personal Rights
and Freedoms Jean-Pierre MacDougall had slated that an inquiry
will be held into drug use within
the Laurier student government.
Mr. Chief Justice Michael Doobie
will preside at the hearings,
scheduled to begin next Monday
in the WLU Recital Hall.

Leblanc himself admitted that
he was on the banned steroid

Tickets will go on sale at the
Info Booth this Thursday at nine
o'clock for the hearings.

The

most shocking

name on

the list may be that of Cord
Weekly News Editor Bryan C.
Leblanc. The "C", Bird said
tearfully, really stands for
"Chemist". "Everybody knows
that when you need some 'roids,"
Bird slated, "Bryan is the guy you

Ayatollah puts price on
Stover's head over the
'Satanic Verses' article

flights to Memphis.
There has been no comment
from the Turnbull family.

VP:OF

in woe

In other local news, University of Waterloo Federation of

Students Vice President: Operations and Finance Shane
Carmichael was admitted to the
renowned Sy Sperling wing of KW Hospital last night.
Carmichael was diagnosed as
suffering from "Brooke Shields
Breakdown", a gradual thinning
of the hair followed by folliculal
reappearance in the eyebrow
region. At the time of his admittance, Carmichael's entire face
was described as "one big
eyebrow" by on-duty staff.
Lifelong friend Stuart Lewis
noted, "It looked pretty
good...better than before

By Neil Peart Trawna Stah

Students
riot over
clean air

James Star Child?
Colin James has admitted that
he played the Star Child in the
1968 science fiction film classic
2001: A Space Odyssey. James,
voted "Biggest Head on a Canadian Guitarist" at this year's Juno
Awards, also admitted to having
been the stunt double for the Elmer Fudd balloon in last year's
Macy's Thanksgiving Day parade. "I had to shave for that
one," James opined.

Superman fights

Smokey smoked
A tree fell in the forest yesterday, right on the big fat head of
Smokey the Bear, who had been
terrorizing the gentle woodland
creatures with his cunning

carnivorous ways.
The tree was putting in its
heartfelt plea for vegetarianism,
but had not counted on the incredibly hard head of Smokey,
who proceeded to bum down the
beautiful green forest in his enraged fury at the foolish tree.
"Hey, what is all this fucking
stupid environmental shit?" said
Smokey, moments before sticking
friendly Mr. Gopher on a spit and
roasting the living shit out of the
little bastard. Before roasting Mr.
Gopher, Smokey had skinned the
little fellow and made the fur into
a lovely hat.

effigies.

Iranian leader, the Ayatollah Khomeini, has
issued an edict calling for the immediate execution
of Cord Weekly Associate News Editor Jonathan
Stover over defamatory statements appearing in an
article he wrote about Salman Rushdie's controversial novel The Satanic Verses.
In the article, "Satanic Furor unnecessary" from
the March 16 issue of the Cord weekly, Stover
wrote "You're a thug, Khomeini, nothing more"
and criticised the Islamic faith for it's inability to
stand up to "tests in the crucible endeavour".
Upon release of the story, Islamic groups across
the country proceeded to protest and march against
Stover and the Cord Weekly, holding grammatically
poor placards and burning anatomically incorrect

anyway!"

World-famous superhero Superman declared war on drugs
yesterday. Saying "I'm just tired
of all this liberal crap," the Man
of Steel destroyed every crack
house in Metropolis and then lit
all of the city's drug dealers on
fire with his heat vision. Superman's anti-drug tour may be
coming to your town or city soon,
so sell that crack house and join
the Salvation Army, pal.

WLUSU President Karen Bird unveils the steroid-enhanced body
she used to devastate presidential candidates and reporters
alike
during her 11-month reign of terror. (Tom T. Hall Photo)

Before long, Khomeini obtained a copy through
his subscription, and became, according to Stah
Iranian correspondent Nick Norway, enraged.
#

Khomeini's bounty amounts to the sum of
$58.73. The surprisingly low figure was made in
the anticipation that the pay-off for the assassination of Salman Rushdie would exhaust the country's wealth, leaving only small change for the murder of Stover.
"This kind of blasphemy cannot be tolerated!",
the Iranian leader said in an exclusive Stah telephone interview, "Stover's days are numbered!"
When asked what statements particularly offended
Islam, Khomeini replied "Well, I haven't actually

read the article, but I have had my staff read it over
extensively. I'm sure there's something bad in there
somewhere!"
Cord Weekly Editor-in-Chief Cori Ferguson has
agreed to increase the bounty with a donation of

$1000 from the Cord Classifieds Fund. While pos-

sessing no faith

or fellowship with Khomeini or the
Islamic religion, Ferguson's interest in Stover's extinction is purely personal. "I just hate the guy", she
said, "It's about time somebody killed him."
Jonathan Stover is currently in hiding; extremely irritated and terribly alone. The Stah was granted
an exclusive interview with this controversial journalist.

Crouching in a corner behind a wall of sandHORSESHOE METROPLEX November 30 saw
the third oxygen riot this semester at the University bags, Doberman Pinschers and heavy artillery,
Stover appeared unrepentant and angry. "I'll never
of Toronto (Nepean) ended abruptly (and ironically) when the rioters most of them irate U of T(N) apologize! I just hope those fucking towelheads try
something. I've got a damned big gun here with
students began to collapse of oxygen deprivation.
their
name on it!"
just
wish
these
students
would
"I
calm down
about this," said U of T(N) environmental Affairs
When asked if he had anything else to say about
liason George Blair, "because the university has
The
Satanic Verses, Stover exclaimed "I've never
do
nothing to
with any of it." Blair added that he
was "goddamned tired of all these youngsters actually read the book. It just seemed the trendy, inscreaming about the environment" "It's not their tellectual thing to do at the time."
perogative," said the liason, saying that "the enWilfrid Laurier University President John Weir
vironment is no better and certainly no worse than expressed grave disgust over
Khomeini's threat and
it has ever been."
promised to stand behind Stover in his time of
tribulation: "But, I've never actually met the guy. If
Riot co-organizer Larry McKoy begged to difI had maybe I would want to kill him too."
fer. "If we don't speak up, who will," asked the 21year-old archaeology major. "The rainforests are
gone, the diatomes in the world's oceans are dying "but pollution, combined with the destruction of the
I mean, we probably are the last generation, since plants and organisms which replace oxygen in the
atmosphere, just doesn't matter to the cryptoit's awful hard to continue without air!"
fascists in power."
McKoy has since been arrested for unspecified
In an earlier riot, on September 29, four
crimes by the Metro Police Consortium. "It's
protesters died under the treads of a Metro Police
Riot Control Vehicle in what Police Commissioner people like this that make it hard for normal
Christopher Gibson called a "horrible accident" at citizens and students to live peaceably," said an
the time. This time around, there weren't any MPC spokesperson, reading from a prepared
deaths, but 200 protesters were hospitalized with release.
Blair agreed. "Their are proper channels to exbreathing-related problems.
press such concerns. Riots and student unrest aren't
"You'd think they (the governments) would the answer. A letter to the Prime Minister would
have gotten the message when Los Angeles have done just fine. Mr. Crosbie is always willing
spontaneously combusted back in '97," opined to listen to concerns, if they are politely and inMcKoy, referring to the smog-induced firestorm
telligently expressed. He is a man of compassion,
which left much of Southern California destroyed, after all."
-

--

—

WLU President John Weir was caught here in
mid-change by late, lamented Stah photographer
Peter Parker seconds before Parker met a never-

solved end at the hands (or paws) or an
unidentified large carnivorous mammal. (Peter
Parker Photo)

John Weir a were-wolf?:

Prez put down by Humane Society
By Lawrence Talbot Trawna Stah
WLU President John Weir has been accused of

being a were-wolf by local Humane Society officials.

And they aren't getting much opposition from
Weir himself, who this Monday awoke to find himself naked in a holding pen in the KitchenerWaterloo Humane Society shelter. "Hey, it's not
like I'm a pervert or something. I just turn into a
wolf when the moon is full," Weir told the Stah
from his holding pen.
Nevertheless, Weir's closet life as a loup-garou
has drawn condemnation from both City and university officials. "Turning into an animal-what are
homeowners near the university going to think
about what this does to their property values?" said
Waterloo Mayor Brian Turnbull.
Acting

WLU President Todd "Bubba" Worrell

Correction

was likewise angered by Weir's hidden secret. "He
can be a wolf--hell, he can be a goddamned
elephant if he does so in the privacy of his own
home. But this thing about running naked through
the streets, well, it just doesn't look good for the
university. We'll be letting Mr. Weir go."
Adding to the problem were Weir's destructive
nocturnal antics while in the lupine state. The former president admitted to having eaten several hundred policemen, bag ladies, cheerleaders-in short,
people from every walk of life-sincc becoming a
werewolf in 1979. "I never ate a Laurier student,
and I damn well had my chances. Doesn't that
count for something?" asked Weir.
Apparently not. The university refused to pay
the fee to have Weir released by the Humane
Society and so, on Wednesday night, the oncereclusive ex-president was "put to sleep."
"Served him right," stated Worrell.

In the March 23/1989 issue of the from To the Lighthouse by Virginia
Stah, we ran a story about homicidal les- Woolf for reasons which remain unbian bikers who had been barred from known to both us and him. To conclude
becoming Girl Scout leaders by the Ca- his crimes, the reporter then sent the
story off to the Canadian Journalists'
nadian Girl Guides.
Unfortunately, it now seems that this Convention, where it won third prize in
entire story was the drunken figment of the "Touching Stories of Serious Social
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any inconvenience caused.

As well, we reported that the oil spill
from the Exxon Valdez was dangerous,
and in all probobility would mean the
death of the West Coast. This was somewhat of an overstatement. In fact, the oil
spill will be a grat boon to the West
the reporter-in-question's imagination. Intent" category.
The reporter has been drawn and Coast, and tourist trap operators can
Furthermore, it turns out that he
plagiarized the first three paragraphs quartered, and we sincerely apologize for hardly wait to open up this spring.
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Canada Digest
Razorbacks killed
in freak mishap;
Canada rejoices
A semi-famous rockabilly
band called the Razorbacks died
tragically yesterday morning
when one of their twelve-string
guitars exploded, firing shrapnel
and flying strings into the band
members. All were killed.
The World Music Association
has declared tomorrow a national
holiday to celebrate a group
whom WMA President Gustav
Flaubert called "the most derivative bunch of slime-hogs on the
face of this Earth. Their death
sets music forward at least a
quarter of a century."

You too could win
with the Random
Student Assistance
Programme

Don't miss out
n the cash grab.
Get your

P,

°

W

Pizza Hell

tickets today
and WIN!

]

A night of fun turned to terror
last Thursday when San Francesco's Pizza was hit by the wing
of a 747 plane en route to

Toronto. While the plane, onewinged, landed safely at Pearson
International, everyone in San
Francesco's was killed instantly
when the wing of the plane
which hit the lavatory area, missing the dining section completely
jarred a giant tub of hot grease
simmering on the stove, causing
the tub to explode in a
Hiroshima-like fireball which
engulfed three blocks and left
hundreds dead and thousands
homeless.
The Canadian Bureau of Investigation Greasy Foods Division is looking into the incident.
—
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Going Your Way!

Anyway, me and the archangels

Question and Answer

By Bob Woodworth
Trawna Stah

Born in 4004 8.C., God or
"YHWH", as he is known to his
closest friends has had a long
career of creativity and mass
destruction. Widely rumoured to
--
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Show us this card
and we'll show
you the world.

be dead during the 1880 sand
again during the 19605, the
rumours of his death, as Mark
Twain was widely rumoured to
have said about himself, were
greatly exaggerated. Now, in his
first interview since 1709 8.C.,
when he talked to Moses, here is

God.
Stah: You were generally
thought to be dead. Where have
you been for the last few
decades?
God: To be honest, I was on one
heck of a bender.
Stah: Bender?
God: C'mon, you know
a
drunken binge. Kennedy's assassination really bummed me out,
so me and Michael and Gabriel
and Uriel went out and hit the
bars. I ended up blacking out for
about 12 years. I woke up, oh, it
was in '82, in a storm drain in
Etobicoke. When I found out that
Reagan was president, I went
back to drinking. If it weren't for
the Betty Ford Centre, I probably
would be dead.
Stah: What's your favourite
God: Supernatural? I've always
found Morpheus to be the most
agreeable of the...
Stah: No, no alcoholic.
God: Do you think all those fundamentalists and blue-rinsers out
there really want to know?
Stah: Who gives a shit?
God: You've got a point Strictly
speaking, I don't have any
favourites. I mean, beer's hp/»r
and whiskey's whiskey. Lucifer
never did like my lack of taste
hey, do you want to know how
the Fall really happened?
Stah: Shoot.
God: Well, we were at this great
restaurant in New York
shit,
I've forgotten the name now.
--
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and the thrones and the dominions and the seraphim and everybody else were having a great
chow-down after we'd gotten
done with creation there was a
bitch of a six days, believe you
me! I order a great steak beautiful marbling, nicely cooked
and I order a bottle of Black
Tower with it.
Stah: Ooh. White wine.
God: That's what Lucifer said. It
ended up with a third of the
angels going to another
restaurant. Look, if I want to have
white wine with my steak, why
—

—

~

can't I?

usually won't fuck you over too

badly, and to the extent that there
aren't too many truly evil people.
But put a lot of mildly flawed
people under the auspices of one
organization, and you've just created a Beast A corporation can't
die, and once you create something that can't die, you're fucked

unless it's got the moral instincts
of a saint. And I wouldn't trust
most of the saints I know with
immortality and near-infinite
power either.
Stah: But what's this got to do
with free trade?
God: Everything. You've just

"I wasn't dead, I was just
on a 20-year bender" says
reclusive Creator of us all.

—

spirit?

I

Academic woes

GOD SPEAKS!!

$249 :**|

Departures from Toronto.

The Almighty's first interview in millenia:

_

I

EDMONTON
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Stah: Well, you aie the Creator.
God: Heck, what does that matter? Any dominion or throne
I'd give them the same courtesy.
Stah: On to other stuff. If you
were a kitchen utensil, what
would you be and why?
God: Fuck right off. What kind
of lame-ass funny question is
that?
Stah: Sorry, just trying to lighten
things up.
God: Well don't.
Stah: Who's your favourite rock
group?
God: U2. Bono reminds me a lot
of myself back during the fourth
millenium B.C. Self-righteous,
sort of pissed-off, needs to loosen
up a lot Give him a few hundred
years, and he'll probably be okay.
He's got to lose that hat, though.
Stah: What about free trade?
God: Give me a break. Look, I
warned you about this shit before
"we battle not against flesh and
blood, but against principalities,
against powers, against the rulers
of the darkness in this world" I
think that's from Ecclesiastes, but
don't sue me if it isn't. You can
trust people to the extent that they
—

—

~

given the U.S. multinationals
carte blanche to gobble up every
business in Canada without securing anything in return. Any free
trade deal that doesn't allow you
to bring back 50 cases of cheap
Jack Daniels from the U.S. in the
back of your pick-up without
duty or declaration isn't free
trade. All you've done is sign
away your souls to corporations
which make the Prince of Lies
look like a gentleman and a
scholar. Which he is, mind you.

End of lecture.
Stah: The Sky Dome?
God: The worst engineering idea
since the Tower of Babel. And
where are we supposed to park?
Your bloody city is so stuck on itself Detroit can put its Silverdome 30 miles from the city
without doing any harm to the
psyches of Detroit residents, but
in Trawna everything has to be
centred on the city. Why not put
the damned thing in Guelph or
Waterloo? You Trawntonians
need a collective date with a
psychiatrist, 'cause you've got an
inferiority complex the likes of
which I've never seen.
—

Stah: Unnh...hmm. How is Mrs.
God, by the way?

God: Mrs. God? What the hell
have you been drinking?
Stah: Oh, geez...that's left over
from the interview with Santa

Claus. Sorry about that. Umm.
Any idea on how to deal with the
Pearson International problems?
God: Shoot every third plane out
of the sky. Just joking there.
Build another airport, and make
sure it's at least 50 miles from
Trawna, and play Razorbacks

on all the stations in those
little headphone things to cut
down on the number of people
who will want to fly.
Stah: The Satanic Verses'?
God: Tell those Islamic guys to
mellow out. Now that I think
about it, maybe I'll do that
myself. I figure if I get every
Moslem stoned on hash, they'll
probably stop wanting to kill
tunes

everybody.

Stah: Weren't you big on killing
heretics yourself there for a
while?
God: Every young deity goes
through that You're bom, you're
who's there to
omnipotent
teach you compassion and
tolerance for others? If you're
lucky, you learn it. If not, all your
--

worshippers

brains

—

if they've got any

leave you, and you go
out like a candle. Poof. I mean,
have you seen Zeus lately?
Stah: Well, that about does it,
—

God.

God: Call me YHWH. God's
I mean, do
way too imprecise
you call everyone you meet "Human"? I never said there weren't
other gods, and you shouldn't
think so either. It's damned rude.
Stah: Final comments?
God: Yeah. Stop worrying so
much, everybody, get drunk some
more, stop worrying about sex so
much and stop killing people unless they really deserve iL Ciao.
--

(This interview was conducted on
March 23 in Purgatory, and has
been edited somewhat for reasons

NEW
of space.)

WLU Vice President: Academic Russell Muncaster has
been asked by the Board of Governors to stay on for another
twenty years, a recent memo
reports. Muncaster has been planning on returning to teaching
after a year's sabbatical.
"To put it simply," said WLU
President John Weir's secretary
Donna Dixon, "we don't want
him back in front of the student
population. It has come to my attention that Dr. Muncaster actually cares about students arid we
obviously won't tolerate that kind
of behaviour from our faculty."
Muncaster was shocked by
the decision. "I've never done
anything for a student in my life!
I have all of the qualifications
necessary and less!" Muncaster
hinted that his recent triumph
over Weir in an amateur photo
contest may have had something
to do with thedecision.

Elvis lives!
Elvis has left the building,
There, don't you feel better?

Rushdie at WLU?
Stah reporters have learned
that controversial writer Salman
Rushdie is one of the three applicants on the "short list" for the
Vice-President: Academic position at WLU. Rushdie joins Dr.
Philippe Rushton and Scoop Furlong in the final round of interviews.
Dr. John Weir's secretary
Donna Dixon denied the allegations categorically in a car phone

interview. "There is no way those
gentlemen can be mentioned in
the same breath. I've read their
stuff, and Mr. Furlong's work is
devoid of any of the falsehoods
and halftruths that are prevalent
in the other scholars' writings."
Furlong was stuck on a CBC
picket line and unavailable for
comment.

Cord EIC
bites the big one
Cord Weekly Editor-in-Chief
Cori Cusak-Cartwright-Ferguson
died last night in what Wilfrid
Laurier University officials are
calling "a suicide pact of one."
Apparently CusakCartwright-Ferguson was despondent over the death of an obscure
and somewhat tiresome rockabilly band called The Razorbacks.
Having doused herself in lighter
fluid, the EIC hurled herself in
front of a speeding bus, a .45
calibre pistol pointed squarely at
her head. She died of multiple
gunshot wounds, third-degree

burns and severe squashing, and
required two ambulances to carry
her corpse to K-W Hospital,
where she was declared "really
fucking dead" by doctors there.
"Golly, but I'll miss her," said
acting EIC Bryan Leblanc as he
worked diligently to clean out
Cusak-Cartwright-Ferguson's office this morning.
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Just to Set the Record Straight
We at WLUSU would like to take this opportunity
to thank everybody who had the time and initiative to
come up and get involved. This years volunteers put
in many hours of hard work for what they felt was
the best interests of the students at large. The many
accomplishments of this year are a result of the work
of many people: Executive, committees, volunteers
and the 8.0.D.

Some specific accomplishments of this years
executive are:
Karen Bird President:
•elevator
-

pi^i
heal
t
h
'input

I

on ward systems
'voicing student input at city council

if■—«!■

•voicing student input with administration
Heather Francais VP Marketing
•Achieved a higher community image of
WLUSU in the annual K-W Canada Day
1988 and currently working on 1989.
'Organized the Shinerama press conference
and attained WLUSU credit for involvement
-
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'8.0.D. elected at large
-Mike Mandell
*new staff hiring
'effective staff/executive relationships
'toy drive FYC
Chris Gain VP Finance
'bank machine
'designer picked for summer Turret
renovations
'implemented a new computer system

The accomplishments of this year
speak for themselves and
irbeverybody should be proud of
wjaaaiß their involvement. THANKS TO
EVERYBODY FOR A GREAT
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2 Boar's Head Dinner
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'evaluation of first term events and
revamping the WOW nights and
implementing Rock & Roll nights
'community involvement in Canada Day,
Shinerama, Skating Party and the Terry Fox
Run
Jill Archer -VP University Affairs
health P la
'lower book costs
'Ongoing student housing task force
.implementation of WHATSHOP
'Voting polls on campus
Wendy Watson Executive Vice

-

Come Out for the
-Costume
Contest!
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'brought the Student Activities department

1
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'Stepped in and ran the promotions
department upon the resignation of the
promotions manager.
Murray Jose VP Student Activities
'provided (with committee) successful year
round entertainment Of approximately 200
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this WLUSU advertisement has been compiled
and prepared by Scott Vandcnbtrg, future Vl' Marketing
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I JUST TO SET THE
RECORD STRAIGHT...
Lately, members of The Cord Weekly editorial board have
been taking some heat from certain organizations whose
names shall remain forever unsaid here, but whose initials
are WLUSU. But please, dear reader, before you take such
angry and self-righteous pronouncements seriously, keep
these things in mind:

CHIEF

I Ethiopia, has saved millions of starving children
by
Iby

giving them "Free Big Mac" coupons and
■ handing out Razorbacks cassettes, which contain
112 essential vitamins and nutrients, twice as many
las Kraft Dinner and four times the food value of
■ the latest plate of rubberoid compound and liI brary paste you got at the Dining Hall.

Ibryan C. LEBLANC, CORD NEWS

I EDITOR single-handledly held this fair country
lof ours together when Quebec was threatening to
I separate back in the 1970s and early 1980s. He
I was also responsible for getting a top put on the

I

Big '0' in Montreal.

II NEWS
JONATHAN STOVER, CORD ASSOCIATE
EDITOR has battled the forces of fascist

I oppression in over a dozen Central American
I countries, and personally overthrew the Somoza
I regime in Nicaragua, Mussolini's Italian fascists,
I and Emperor Nero. He also moonlights as
I reknowned crime-fighter Batman.

NEVILLE BLAIR, CORD ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR reunited Paul Simon and Art
Garfunkel for their Central Park concert by getting the two of them drunk and then forcing them
to sign a contract. Blair was also the managerial
mastermind behind the Beatles, the Rolling
Stones and the Razorbacks, although he won't
take responsibility for the latter group.
BRAD LYON, CORD SPORTS EDITOR
scored the winning overtime goal in the 1972
Challenge Hockey Series between Canada and
the U.S.S.R. Lyon also personally beat the shit
out of Ben Johnson when it was, discovered that
that revered Canadian hero was using steroids to
achieve his athletic goals.
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GRAND POOBAH
ARCHBISHOP OF ACTIVITIES
DEITY OF DISTRACTIONS
AND DIVERSIONS
CHECKER of exchequer
POTENTATE OF PUBLICITY
AND PROPAGANDA
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REQUIRING SOME ASSEMBLY
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DON'T LET THE
BLUES GET YOU DOWN,
)
EXCERCISE YOUR MIND WITH (
A HOBBYI

HOR YOUR MODEL AND HOUUY SUPPLIES COME TO:
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Non-Members: a dime
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This ad created and compiled by a bunch of selfish egotistical bastards who sure as
hell aren't asinine enough to put their names at the end of a goddamned advertise-
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The Cord Weekly. We make house calls, too. And don't you
forget it.

Members Free!
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KAT RIOS, CORD PRODUCTION MANAGER wrote all of William Shakespeare's plays
under a pseudonym, and donated the proceeds to
a house for the homeless in Trawna. Rios also
played centre for the Boston Celtics during their
triumphal eight years of world championship finishes back in the 19605.
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FERGUSON, CORD EDITOR-INIcORI
worked tirelessly for famine relief in
I

J

25th Anniversary
USED BOOK SALE
of the Canadian Federation of
University Women
Friday, April 7 noon 9 p.m.
Saturday, April 8, 9 a.m. -1 p.m.
Auction Friday 7th, 6 p.m. (Preview 5:30)
First United Church
King & William Streets Waterloo
To Donate Books call
885-4669; 578-9583; 742-5055
Supports scholarships and community
projects

Interviews will be held in Wilfs
next Tuesday (before the party)
between 2:30 and 7:00.
Call Bob at 746-2230 or
Dud and Chris at 746-2838
for an appointment time.
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Free Trade hits WLU:
Peters Building to go
By Morley Safer Trawna Stah

students and staff to doughnuts and coffee. (John Bigßooties

Photo)

Aliens invade Recital Hall
"It pissed me right off. There I was, listening to
some big fat chick singing a beautiful aria, and
Jhese goddamned giant dinner plates go flying
Ihrough the Recital Hall and scare the shit out of
everybody. I really hate it when someone spoils my
appreciation of a fine piece of opera."
So spoke Chris Gibson, WLU student and
eyewitness to Wednesday night's UFO fly-through
of the Recital Hall during a performance of Wagner's Tristan und Isolde.
Mass panic followed the appearance of the
unidentified flying objects, which buzzed through
the Recital Hall several times during the four hour
opera. The show went on because, as artistic director Jimbo Covert said, "no aliens are going to stop
an opera of mine. The show must go on, hell, highwater, or ETs be damned."
A government investigation is already underway into the incident, with Canadian Armed
Forces Vice-Admiral Josi Mendez leading the
"Project U-foe" investigative team.
In an exclusive interview with the Stah, Mendez
said guardedly, "We don't know what the hell hap-

pened Wednesday night We may never know. But If the bloody welshers had bothered to pay for their
if those litde alien buggers think they can buzz our admission, none of this would have happened."
cultural events, they're sorely mistaken. The next
Not everyone was displeased by the fly-through
time it happens—Stratford, Niagara-on-the-Lake, of the merry extra-terrestrials,
who reportedly did a
even the Zorra Highland Games—we'll be there series of

with bells on. Count on it."
UFO expert Dr. Ralph Spock, currently a
professor emeritus at the University of Waterloo,
disagrees with Vice-Admiral Mendez on both the
aliens' intent and on the best reaction to their visit
"If it was an act of war," Dr. Spock said from
his home in suburban St. Agatha, "then the Recital
Hall would be naught but a smoking crater now.
Laurier Security would have been unable to react
effectively against the overwhelming challenge presented by such mighty emissaries from the farther
reaches of the cosmos. Who, indeed, could?"
Pausing to draw air, Dr. Spock continued. "We
are all part of a universal brotherhood—a gestalt of
the universe, if you will. If Earth is to endure, we
must learn to live in peace with our fellow denizens
of this great spinning void we perceive as the
cosmos. If our interstellar brothers wish to pop in
for a night at the opera, who are we to judge them?

Immelmanns, barrel rolls and figure-eights
in time to the surging other-worldly pulses of Wagner's opera.
"I loved it," said WLU Dean of Students Fred
Nichols, "the little guys were just great. If we did
this more often, I bet opera would become quite a
big-time spectacle at Laurier."
Gibson, despite his initial anger, was also
pleased with the performance of the flying saucers.
"They were zooming around like a bunch of
seagulls on heroin. Hey, I loved it! Wagner's a hell
of a composer on his own, but this really added
something to the show."
And so, two days later, opinions on the UFOs
remain severely divided. Were they harbingers of
an intergalactical invasion force, or culture lovers
from Centaurus III?
Only time will tell. As Dr. Spock said so eloquently, "We must watch the skies. And if the little
fuckers are hostile, we'll have to blow them away."
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4 King St. N., Waterloo

885-5840

End of Class
BEACH PARTY

I

-PRIZES
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-SPECIALS
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WEAR YOUR BEACH WEAR!
TAN CONTESTS!

I

Correction

22 PARTICIPANTS NEEDEDI

1989, a group of
will embark on
Voyage Huronie, following the
route of the missionnaries and
their Indian guides in the early
17th century. Sound interesting?
In the summer of
young Canadians

If you are:
Between

17 and 24 years of age;

Available full-time

May 20

to August

in Canadian History and

Interested

7;

the Outdoors;

In good shape physically;
WE WOULD LIKE

Expedition

TO HEAR PROM

®Buflh

BEFORE APRIL II

Co-ordinator

Sainte-Marie among
P.O. Box 160
Midland, Ontario

L4R 4KB
Tel: (705)
Fax: (705)

YOUI

or write or fax to:

Please call

the Hurons

526-7838
526-9193
O'Ntil Ministry of

nlnlattr

Ontario

Touriaa and
Racraatlon

ITT I
>w/
Ontario

MJTnlsttra du
Tourlaaa at
das Lolalra

Hugh O'Hell
Mlnlatre

SHARE YOUR
SKILLS OVERSEAS
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VOYAGE HORONIE CANOE EXPEDITION

i

By James T. Kirk Trawna Stah

--

make it!" neilsen added.

•

UFOs buzzed irate opera goers last week in the Recital Hall.
Later, they returned during a sound check and treated surprised

Free trade made its latest inroads into the Canadian heartland yesterday as Wilfrid Laurier University traded the Peters Building to the United States
for University of Indiana men's basketball coach
Bobby Knight and 45 football players to be named
later.
"It sort of screws up the business program," said
WLU President John Weir's secretary Donna
Dixon, "but we're going to get great basketball and
football in exchange. You have to give to receive,
don't you know."
Originally, the deal had the Peters Building
being traded to the U.S. for the Stanford University
Marching Band, twenty pounds of Florida grapefruit and Bob Probert's underwear, but when Bobby
Knight became available, the university switched
its requests.
WLU Athletic Director Rich Newbrough was
ecstatic over the trade. "I'm ecstatic over the trade,"
Newbrough said, salivating over the thought of 45
blue-chip football players for his program, and the
finest active NCAA basketball coach besides.
Alas, Newbrough's joy was short-lived when
WLU swung another trade only hours after the
Peters deal. Coach Newbrough was shipped off to
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in exchange for a Porta-Johnny portable toilet and a sixpack of Rolling Rock beer. The trade has left those
"in the know" baffled.
"M.I.T. really got rooked on that one," Jimmy
"the Greek" Snyder told the Stah. "For Newbrough,
a Porta-Johnny, yes. The beer? Forget it."
University officials are also skeptical about
what ace-bargainer Kirk Neilsen has gotten them
into this time. "We're already short one building,"
said Arts and Sciences Director Arthur Reid, referring to the loss of the Aird Centre to an unexpected
ice-berg earlier in the week, "and now we're down
two. What are we going to do, hold classes inside
Bobby Knight's ugly red sweater?"
Strangely enough, that's exactly what the university plans to do. "It's a big sweater," stated interim athletic director Todd "Bubba" Worrell, "and
Bobby won't heed it until the basketball season
starts. Why not?"

Knight disagrees. "Stay the fuck away from my
sweater!" screamed Knight at Worrell in a heated
meeting attended by the Stah. The session ended
with Knight throwing Worrell into the Athletic
Centre swimming pool, pouring gasoline on the
surface, and lighting the water on fire. "Serves the
little bastard right," grumbled Knight before heading off, sweater intact, to the gymnasium to start
drilling his basketball team in the first session of
spring practice.
WLU has since named the Porta-Johnny as its
athletic director. "It's pretty darned quiet, but it gets
the job done, and it can drink anyone I know under
the table" said Dean of Students Fred Nichols.
Trade rumours that have Cord Weekly Sports
Editor Brad Lyon going to Domino's Pizza owner
Tom Monaghan for a large pepperoni pizza with
extra cheese are "purely speculative", said trading
whiz Kirk Neilsen.
"But you know me
if the deal is good, I'll

TUESDAY, APRIL 4TH

\

r

CUSO in LEARNING Canadians sharing the daily life and work of other
cultures, in Africa, Asia, Latin America, the Caribbean, the South Pacific.
CUSO in SKILLS Canadians broadening their knowledge and
experience in education, health, technology/trades, agriculture, forestry
and fisheries.
CUSO in DEDICATION Canadians work with community
organizations, government agencies and local self-help programs in
developing nations to make better lives for the neediest peoples.
-

-

-

I

We invite you to learn more about CUSO, Canada's largest independent
development organization. Our slide presentation will show you the
exciting work were doing and you'll learn how you can be part of it.
,

I

Wednesday 29th of March at 7pm
Kitchener Public Library
85 Queen St. N., Kitchener

I

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Erb of Stratford will show slides and talk about their
agricultural work with CUSO in Papua New Guinea.
CUSO salaries, although low by Canadian standards, will meet overseas
living costs and benefits are generous and comprehensive. Contracts are
for two years and it may take up to to 1 year to complete the application
and placement process.

I

If you are unable to attend but would like more information, please send
your resume and one of your partner if applicable to:

I

CUSO
135 Rideau St.
Ottawa, Ontario
KIN 9K7

I

I

I

story off to the Canadian Journalists' Convention, where it won third
In the March 23/1989 issue of the Stah, we ran a story about prize in the "Touching Stories of Serious Social Intent" category.
homicidal lesbian bikers who had been barred from becoming Girl
The reporter has been drawn and quartered, and we sincerely
Scout leaders by the Canadian Girl Guides.
apologize for any inconvenience caused.
Unfortunately, it now seems that this entire story was the drunken
We regret oue error. We has whipped the reperter in question
figment of the reporter-in-question's imagination. Furthermore, it
turns out that he plagiarized the first three paragraphs from To the mercilessly, to within an inch of his life. To tell you the truth, we are
Lighthouse by Virginia Woolf for reasons which remain unknown to only keeping him alive so he can recover and get more of the same
both us and him. To conclude his crimes, the reporter then sent the next week. Once again, we're sorry, dammit!

"

ENTREPRENEURS
If your trying to raise capitial for your business save yourself
months of looking in the wrong places.
Order
"YOUR COMPLETE GUIDE TO START UP FINANCING
IN CANADA"
This book will tell you everything you need to know about free
government assistance as well as negotiating financing from
the private sector such as banks and venture capiatlists.
A must for any entrepreneur. 418 pages. $69.00.
To order, send cheque or Visa number and expiry date to
Canadian New Ventures, 221 Front Street East Suite 1,
Toronto MSA IEB
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with 50% or more of
their hair an unnatural
colour. The nerds were
those who were very
quiet, never invited to
the parties, played computer games all the
time, were caught talking about Dungeons and
Dragons strategy in
Physics class, and were
easily identified by a
pocket protector.
Somehow, The University of Waterloo is
often the recipient of
this glorious group of
over-achievers. They
end up in engeneering,
math, and actuarial
science. This influx of
nerds seems to overtake
the school and is evident to the public when
you visit a frosh week
party at Waterloo. Be
wary.
Pee Wee Herman

editorial

We're here for a good time
Last week I used fifty styrofoam cups instead of my regular
thirty I also went to McDonald's twice a day every day and made sure
conthat I only ordered food that came in environmentally destructive
a
to
I
to
coal.
booked
flight
converted
tainers I had my oil furnace
South America so I could help cut down some rainforest. And I bought
all the aerosol products I could get my hands on.
Why? Because I'm sick to death of these namby-pamby
about the hole in the ozone layer growing bigger
complaining
wimps
and bigger. So what? We'll all tan faster and look healthier longer. I
hear Coppertone now has an aerosol version of SPF 137. Kind of a
paradox, but as long as it keeps us protected from those nasty UV's, I'll
bUy U
The way I see it we're doomed to die eventually anyway, so
why not have a good time while we're on this planet? Good times mean
styrofoam, and PCB's and chopping down a few trees. Hell, I know
there's nothing better than littering up a park with beer cans and plastic
wrappers. Just like a 3-D House of Beefs keg party, the more mess
that's left when you're done, the better time you had.
And smog good old smog- where would Los Angeles be
without it? Can you imagine going there and having to see the sky? It
-

just wouldn't feel right. The Kings didn't switch their uniforms to grey
last year...the old purple and gold ones are still there hidden under the
enveloping mist. If you didn't choke on exhaust fumes every time you
breathed in downtown L.A., could you go home and kiss your wife and
feel good about it? She'd probably taste weird.
These liberal pinhead/communist pinkos tell us we have to
killing
baby seals, chopping down trees, and burying old paint
stop
cans and start protecting endangered species and make the world a better place. They should be put in prison and silenced. Free speech is
fine, but when they start telling us we're going to die it's not funny
anymore. Just lock 'em away and let 'em rot. Let 'em rot! Let 'em rot!
Let 'em rot!
And then we'll use them for compost. Ha Ha!
If you're not part of the solution you're part of the problem.
(Special mention goes out to the crew of the Exxon Valdez
now that's helping!)
...

More rock hard thighs
Man, Levis commercials are just so bogus these days.
Remember when they used cute dudes with mouth-watering
buttocks and rock-hard thighs, modelling the jeans or simply taking
them off? You know the one the tanned Adonis in the tastefully
grimy laundromat who bares his buns in the name of making a few extra bucks and furthering an almost nonexistent music career, which was
limping along on the legs of sex appeal.
Totally perfect, right?
What could be better than a gorgeous man with no brains
looking good in a pair ofLevis? I mean, it's not like you have to talk to
him or anything.
But now, what has Levis gone and done? Created a commercial, no doubt intended to look like ART, or some goddamned thing.
And it has girls in it, for god's sakes! Not even good-looking ones at
that! Even worse, they're throwing soccer balls into the laps of men
who may or may not be hot, but who knows for sure? You don't even
get to look at the guys, for goodness sakes.
And Levis think they're covering their asses by playing an operatic Rolling Stones tune in the background. Is this supposed to make
up for the loss of men? Men with tight, firm bodies and long, wavy
hair? Men who have been born for use in only premium sex fantasies? I
don't know what Levis was thinking, but I am telling you that there is
NOTHING that can replace the energizing feeling ofreleased
hormones, especially not the Rolling Stones, who you don't get to see,
and they're not even good-looking anyhow. They don't even have the
taste to wear a fashionably baggy pair of 501 buttonflys.
So I'd like to know just how many pairs of jeans Levis is planing to sell using this commercial. Do they hope that guys who sit
around and listen to the Stones every weekend are going to go into a
mad Levis-buying frenzy? They're wrong these beer-bellied bozos
already have their Levis; bought at BiWay of course. And I bet Levis
didn't make much of a profit on those anyway.
Any consumer in their right mind would boycott Levis in
favour of an infinitely cooler kind of jeans.Like Wranglers.
If you re not part of the solution, you're part of the problem.
-

More Razorbacks!

Let's give them gangs what they deserve
Recently the media
has bombarded people
with the horrors of teen
gangs that have begun
to terrorize helpless
shoppers downtown and
in local shopping malls.
As it seems that the police have once again
proved their worthlessness in keeping the
peace, I'd like to suggest a few tactics that
will definitely end this

growing trend:
1. Make those culprits who have stripped
their peers of their clothing walk naked down
Yonge St. as those that
they have robbed
mock their puny little
beings.
2.1 have read that in
order to become a gang
member a pledge must
commit robbery, rape
and murder. As punish-

ment for these acts I say
they must give away all
of their gold to charity,

I want a Rig Mac

I LOVE Rick

Please don't send us letters
griping because we don't
give a shit. But if you have
nothing better to do mail
them to 222 Stone Canyon
Way, Bedrock, oh you know
the address. Letters must include full name, social insurance number, bank account
number and a fifty dollar
donation to the Dictator's
slush fund. All information
will be published. Views expressed must be stupid and
inconsequential or we won't
print them. We reserve the
right to make you look like
an asshole if you attack us or
anyone we like. So there.

I would like to voice
my opinions on the environmental issue.
WHO GIVES A
FUCK??? After all, we
only have one life to
live, so why not enjoy
it? Environmental advocates have advised
people to boycott
McDonalds because
they are the leading
wrecker of the environment. Do you really
think that America is
willing to abandon it's
#1 all-time favourite
meal because you say
so? I don't think so. So
why don't you all just
leave us alone and go
save some trees.

Sincerely,
STY ROW FOAM
Sudbury, Ontario

—

Send 'em all a care package
Last November Canadians voted for one of the most incredibly brilliant things the PC's have ever dreamed up. Free Trade.
Ah, Free Trade. We love free trade. It is so good for us. All of
us. Not just Westerners. Not just Easterners. All of us.
Now we can swap recipes with the Americans and not have to
pay tarriffs. We can exchange Christmas presents with our pen pals to
the south. We can go drink in their bars. We can travel anywhere in the
U.S. without a passport. We can do almost anything we want.
What? We coulddo that before? Oh. Well what happens now
that the Agreement is in place.
What? They want our water? They want our industries? They
want our natural resources? They want our national identity?
Well, o.k. I suppose. I guess we should give it to them. I mean,
Brian Mulroney wouldn't steer us wrong, would he?
Naw. I didn't think so.
Oh well, join in and send every one of our neighbours to the
south a care package with some water, a gallon of oil and an Anne

Murray record.
Because, remember, if you're not part of the solution, you're

part of the problem.

Do I smell?
The service in fine
dining establishments
like McDonald's and
Burger King has gone
from excellent to very
poor in the past year
and I would like to express my dismay at this.
I am very dismayed
and I really don't know
what to do". I have tried
to ignore it, but when
I'm left waiting for two
hours or more for a
simple order of french
fries I have to question
what is going on in the
hierarchy within these
establishments.
Is it management?
Middle management?
The working class
plebians at the counter?
Or is it me? Do I smell
or something?
I am very dismayed
about the whole thing.
I.M. SMELLY
Espanola, Ontario

I don't know where
your entertainment
writer Rawk Stah gets
off writing a nasty
review of the Rick Astley show at the Gardens
last month.
Obviously this goof
has no clue what is
going on in the real
world of rock and roll.
Rick Astley is GOD!
HE IS THE BEST
DAMNED ROCK
ROLLER
AND
EVER!!!! To say he is
wimpy and has pouffy
hair is sacreligious! He
is not a wimp. He's not,
he's not, he's not!
My mommy made
me go to bed early the
night she read me the
review because I swore
so loudly the neighbours heard. I have
never been so upset.
Maybe you should
consider putting a real
reporter on such articles
and let Rawk Stah go
back to covering such
silly, pointless things as
The Rolling Stones or
The Who reunion. No
one cares about that
anyways.
Yours angrily,
TIFFANY
Around

It's a dog's world
This is to inform you
that the world is in a
sorry state when you
can't even get KD at the
corner store, and it's
pissing rain out and
your dog just wet your
leg.
Too bad things are
going so well in our
lives.
MARGIE
TROODOUGH
New York Citv

undergo a sex-change
operation, and pledge
the rest of their lives to
the convent.
3. Send those gang
members who think
gang-life is so cool on a
free trip to east L.A.
There, they will be
treated to a fun-filled
night of real gang-life:

A taxing joke
I thought I'd share
with you my latest
funny. Our 1988 Income Tax Forms. What
a laugh! Especially the
part about charitable
donations, hey that really cracked me up. It
doesn't pay to give to a
charity because you can
only claim 17% of the
first $250.00, while for
a political contribution
you can claim 75% of
the first $200.00. Heck
there must be a lot of
starving politicians out
there!
Aw, heck, who
wants to give money to
those pinko commies
who run charities
anyways? They'd only
spend it on something
stupid anyways.
COLONEL
SAUNDERS
Lactose, North Carolina

Not again

I am a very disgusted Trawna Stah
reader. Time and time
again I write letters to
the editor and they
never get printed. Why
is it that you keep axing
my material? Please
print this one so that I
can be at

peace with my

robbery, rape, and
drive-bys are but a few
of the festivities. Of
course they will be an
active participant of all
of the above activities.
They will be the
recipients.
MRS. GLADYS J.
SWEETUM
President
GET RID-OF-AGANG-MEMBERTODAY
-

And on and on...
This letter is in
response to Johnny
Wannnabee who
responded to the letter
of mine two weeks ago
that was in response to a
letter that appeared a
while back that was a
response to a letter that
someone wrote about
something that was a
response to an article
that appeared in the
Tarana Stah. I still say
no.
Yours in respondance,
TONY RUNNINGON

I am distressed.
Each week I eagerly flip
to the Entertainment
section in the hopes of
indulging in yet another
fulfilling review of my
very most favorite
group
The Razorbacks, but in the past 3
issues, you have not so
much as mentioned my
heros. Why? Do you
feel they are no longer
the spectacular
newsworthy items they
once were, or have they
contacted you forbidding you to mention
their illustrious name in
your paper? Regardless
of your reason, I feel
this is a blatant obstruction of entertainment
justice. Have you no
regard for fans of real
neato music, or what? I
take this as a personal
insult.
a
Old Faithful
-

It's my turn!
Dear Diary.
Today is the day I
am going to do it. By
this time on Thursday, I
will be a big journalistic
star.

So now I better get

Nowhereville, Quebec

to it This is it! This is
my space to say some

No geeks here

to think of something to

shit! So I guess I have

I am a university stu-

dent attending school in
Waterloo, Ontario.
Over the past few years
I have formed an
opinion of the differences between
Laurier students and
Waterloo students. In
general, Waterloo is a
nerd school, whereas
Laurier is a cool school.
Now, before all you
Waterloo readers get
upset, think about it.
Remember in high
school when you had
very different groups of
students. There was the
cool group, the nerds,
the hew wavers, and
those who just didn't
seem to fit in to any
group. The cool group
ususlly consisted of the
jocks and the girls who
every guy in the school
wanted, plus some
people who always
went to the parties. The
new wavers, included
boys wearing blouses,
people with 3 or more
pieces of black clothing
on their person at any
one time, and people

say. Well it just isn't
that simple.
Should I talk about
the many affairs that involve certain Trawna
Stah staff or should I
comment on the choice
of floor wax that certain
Trawna Stah high executive's wives' use on
their upper lips. I
know, I know, it's a
hard decision to make.
But that is what
seperates good writers
of letters to the editor
from the writers of letters to the editor that
just ramble on about
nothing and only end up
getting their letter
printed in the joke issue
of The Cord Weekly.
Can you believe that! I
would not let that happen if my letter didn't
get into the Trawna
Stah. I wouldn't be
able to face my friend
or my mother or my
chriopractor. But, then
again, why am I worrying? I don't write shit. I
write quality journalistic type letters.
L.M. Sideways
Hamilton

Fashion is foul
I can't take it
anymore. I mean, all I
ask for is a little care
taken sometimes.
Every day students at
WLU and probably
many other, so called,
higher learning institutions are subjected to
this ugly display. It's
getting so that you
forget what's in and
what's out. Is this some
sort of conspiracy? Are
they organized? Do
they have some collective motive?
I think it started as a
natural flaw, then became a fad in some private circles, but now it
has got out of hand.
Every day, more and
more psychology
professors fall victim to
this force. It is a force
so strong, it turns psyc
profs into something we
call GROSS DRESSED
PEOPLE.
This cult has got to
be broken down, we
must find out where
they meet, and who
their leader is.
Alan Auerbach must
be investigated.
FCS
(Fashion Conscious
Students)

Fashion notes
We agree with you.
We do think Alan Auerbach is leader of the
GROSS DRESSES
PEOPLE. But Vern
Schaefer must be coleader. He gives
"flashy", a new entity.
Those Hawaiian shirts
have to be stopped
stop the production in
Taiwan.
We should construct
a hit list with the banning of clothes worn by
First, the
profs.
destruction of Dr. Doug
McKenzie-Mohr' s
peach sweater. Second,
the elimination of Dr.
Leo Giroarke's snapbutton boots. Finally,
the abolishment of Cam
Mcßae's tight, tightsupertight jeans. We
think it is a conspiracya conspiracy to preoccupy students form advancing to their potential, by the distractions
of these "fashion
trends".
For more information, call:
1 -800-PREVENT
STOP THE SPREAD
OF TACKINESS.
-
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DAVID
Gallup released their latest set of
public opinion polls this week.

Not only have Free Trade and the
environment fallen from the top
ten worries of most Canadians, it
seems that the Late Night with
David Numberman syndrome has
taken over the pollsters.
Now, instead of releasing
statistics, the Gallup Board of
Directors, at their semi-bi-annual
weekly meeting decided to
change their format and are now
releasing Top Ten lists.

TOP 10 WAYS TO JUMP
SOMEONE

10. Use a pogoball.
9. Use a pogostick.
8. Use a catapault.
7. Eat a box ofWheaties.
6. Eat a bag of sugar.
5. Ask a pole vaulter.
4. Try jumper cables, but don't
cross the polarities.
3. Make fun of a Scottish telephone pole thrower.
2. Make fun of his girlfriend.
1. Hang on to a kangaroo.

LETTERMAN...TAKE A NUMBER
1. A psychic told me that someone in my family will die that
night.
Warning: The Surgeon General
states that if you do go to a formal, you have only yourself to

professional help, because we
can't help you.

TOP 10 REASONS NOT TO
GO TO A FORMAL

10.1 don't go to formals with
guys I met in bars/at floor
parties/at the Turret.
9.1 gave up formals for Lent.
8. We just got a 5 000 piece
puzzle and we have to finish it
this weekend.
7. The "Brady Bunch Reunion"
is on T.V. and I have to stay
home and watch it
6. My father grounded me until
I'm thirty something.
5.1 have to clean my room.
4. My dog's having puppies and
I have to be there for moral
support
3. It's against my religion.
2. Formals are too fattening and
my diet starts that day.

3. They may turn up in your Economics class.
2. They might turn out to be your
T.A. next term.
1. They may be underage.

your life.

We cannot guarantee you will
look like Joan Collins by the
time you're fifty.

Warning: Going to the Turret
could be dangerous to your
mental state of mind (but we do
it anyway).

blame. We tried!

TOP 10 WAYS TO RELIEVE
"MALE" DEPRESSION

10. Go up to the Turret Thursday
night and pick up some more!
9. Dye your hair purple.
8. Write a NASTY letter.
7. Bleach his clothes, put giant
holes in them and return them
in the mail, postage due.
6. Seduce him, then DROP him.
5. Castrate him.
4. Make a voodoo doll and torture it.
3. Put an ad for a "gay male" in
the Personals.
2. Send him a death threat. Tie it
around a brick then send it
through the windows.
1. Seduce his roommate while
he's in the room.
Warning: Men are slime.

If none of these work, you
should seriously consider

1. They're more realistic than

TOP 10 REASONS TO
WATCH SOAP OPERAS INSTEAD OF STUDYING

10. You'll do just as well, if not
better, on your test.

9. They're better than Psych 100
(what isn't).

8. They add a touch of romance
to your life since you can't get
it anywhere else.
7. When your own relationships
are screwed up, you can take
comfort in knowing that you
aren't the only one.
6. There's something new to
scream about every day.
5. They keeps you up to date on
the world news.
4. They give you "male" role
models that you'll never see in
books (except perhaps
Playgirl).
3. If Cricket can do it, so can
you.
2. They give you a reason to live

one more day.

TOP 10 EXCUSES NOT TO
DANCE WITH THE BOY OF
YOUR NIGHTMARES/THE
GEEK OF YOUR CHOICE

their nose.

5. You'd always wonder if this
was the Saturday morning the
coyote caught the road runner.
4. You have to wash your hair.
3. Your horoscope said the moon
wasn't in the correct orbit.
2. You'll die of frostbite in the
AC. 0
1. Duh....You furgit yer lab nummer.

TOP 10 PLACES TO LIVE

Warning: If you give any of the
above reason to Jim

10. Wilf's admist its aesthetically
pleasing decor.
9. P1025/27 you'll never miss
any lectures (even ones that

not liable for any/all con-

NEXT YEAR

10. You' ve got to be joking.
9. Is that your shirt or did someone throw up on you?
8. You remind me of my ex-

McCutcheon, the authors are

sequences.

--

boyfriend. I HATE my exboyfriend.
7.1 only have two days left to
live. I'd like to enjoy them.
6. I'm sorry but I'm working

aren't yours).

8. The Stah Offices

free meals
on Tuesday nights.
7. The locker room in the AC
especially convenient during
exams.
6. The underground passage between the Library and the Central Teaching Building.
5. The Torque Room you
won't have to fight for a table.
4. The Computer Room you
won't have to fight for a terminal.
3. Your own private cubicle on
the seventh floor of the Li—

—

tonight.
5. I'm recovering from a contagious disease (AIDS or
chicken pox).
4. I'm sorry but my monthly bill
justarrived.
3.1 don't dance with people that
are taller/shorter/the same size

—

-

as me.
2. Some big oaf just stepped on
my big toe and broke it.
1.1 don't like this song. It
makes me nauseous.

brary.

2. The Atrium of the Peters

The Surgeon General's Caution: Using these excuses may
be hazardous to your health.

Building

natural vitamin D
year round.
1. The TV Lounge good for
keeping up with current events
(i.e. who will Jill Abbott sleep
with next?).
If all of the above are full, you
can always resort to a house.

10.They probably go to U of W.
9. They didn't necessarily use
their real names (not that you
used yours).
8. They just finished trying to
pick up your roommate.
7. This wasn't the first time they
tried to pick you up.
6. They may have boa constrictors, spiders or lizards as

TOP 10 REASONS TO MISS
THE BIZ 121 MIDTERM

10. You've already slept with
your T.A. you know you've
got an A+.
9. You're planning to die that
day and it would be a shame to
miss your own funeral.
8. You can't find a pen.
7. You'll get a higher mark if
you don't write it.
6. Your roommate accidentally
-

pets.

5. They could be a first year Biz
Nob.
4. They may have a Michael
Jackson fixation.

10. Lecherous party floors.
9. Having all the party leeches in
your Economics class.
8. Biz cases.
7. Your roommate's
boy/girlfriend.

6. Line ups at the Bookstore.
5. Photocopiers in the Library.
4. Food in the Torque Room.
3. Archaeology.
2. Guys/girls at the Turret.
1. Toilet paper at the Turret.
Warning: If you're not allergic
to any of the above, you have
serious problems.

-

—

TOP 10 REASONS NOT TO
GO ANYWHERE WITH
SOMEONE YOU MET AT
THE TURRET

TOP 10 THINGS TO BE ALLERGIC TO

ncf-d your cheat sheet to blow

TOP 10 WAYS TO KNOW
YOU'RE AT LAURIER

10. No mail.
9. No clean clothes.
8. No sleep.
7. No money.
6. Subsistence patterns consist
mainly of Kraft Dinner and microwave popcorn.
5. You spend all your time at the
Turret (even when it's closed).
4. You can't stop making TOP
10 lists.
3. Mega Pizza knows your buzz
number.
2. We Line Up.
1. Everyone you meet is a Biz
Nob.
Caution: Once you fail out of
Laurier, you have to go to

Western!

Ah, the good old days!
Yes, Lorne was Greene
and I was Cap'n Kirk
What is going on at the
CBC these days? And who
killed Charlie Farquharson
and left Wayne and
Shuster in charge?
There has been a coup
d'etat at the CBC, which
left Don Harron, only
known as Charlie Farquaharson, choking on
corn and gave Johhny
Wayne and Frank Shuster,
not better known, full control over Canada's most
powerful medium.
It was believed that
Wayne and Shuster were
involved in the death of
Lome Greene, who passed
away shortly after he was
given control of the CBC.
Insiders say that for
twenty-five years the comedy team of Wayne and
Shuster have tried to gain
control of the CBC. They
also have attempted to sell
off Quebec to the Soviets,
and make "The Canadian
Railroad Trilogy" Canada's official national
anthem.
I remember the good
old days when the sky was
blue and Lome was
Greene. The CBC was a
great place to work. There
was honesty and documentary. There was none
of this 24 hour Wayne and
Shuster Channel bullrush.
These two non-talented
flag-waving Canadians are
attempting to isolate Canada from the rest of the
universe. Control of the
CBC is control of all Canadians.
The CBC was the
place that gave Gordon
Pinsent and Chief Dan
George their start. Now
the CBC has a show called
"Cooking With Mendelson
Joe" show, and has just
hired Ziggy Lorenc as a
creative consultant. If it

The milk of
human kindness

Bill Needle
Goddammit, there's a lot to be pissed off at
these days. Some of these things going on just get
me steaming mad.
Take Joe Clark, for instance. Is this guy a faggot
or what? The cardinal rule of politics is NEVER
VOTE FOR A GUY WHO DOESN'T HAVE A
CHIN. You'd think any fool could see that, but
nooooooo. To compensate for Clark's deficiencies,
the Tories went out and got the Bizarre Mutant
from Planet X, the Human Chin himself, Brian
Mulroney. Hey, do you think that the strain of holding up that enormous protruberance of bone is fucking up Mulroney's brain? You make the call.
And how about this WLUSU thing. All year
they sit on their big-old butts, doing nothing and
getting paid damn well for it Then, you criticize
them once, and they fly off the handle and start
whimpering about "setting the record straight."
Well, old Bill Needle will set the record straight
right here and now WLUSU, you suck!
If you were a building, you'd have been condemned long ago! If you were a rock star, you
would have been one of Spinal Tap's drummers
and spontaneously combusted some time back in
October. You can't even run the Turret right! How
do you fuck up a bloody student pub? Christ, Bill
Needle could probably keep you afloat if you'd be
polite to him, but I've heard those rumblings from
WLUSU about turning the Cord into the publicity
organ of WLUSU. Fat chance, you fascist pigs! Try
that, and none of you will make it to May alive!
While we're razzing WLUSU, I might as well
get this off my chest as well: who the fuck thinks
their classes bite the big one? There isn't a goddamned professor in this school who could keep a
hyperactive nymphomaniac in heat awake, and
that's saying something. Most professors seem to
think that the mere sound of their voices will keep
you awake.
Well, you cockamamie bastards, I'll tell you
something if you'll stop blabbing on long enough to
listen: Edie Brickell or Lauren Bacall can keep me
awake with their voices all night if they want to.
But you losers had better smarten up before the
whole bloody university dies of sleeping sickness.
Blah Blah Blah have you assholes ever listened
to yourselves, the tedious fucking hum of your sad
and pathetic voices droning on and on, saying
meaningless things as if they were the greatest
plums of knowledge you could pick out of your
tenure-rotted brains? You make me sick!!!
And how about the food in the Dining Hall and
the Torque Room? It's like beating a fucking horse
but that's what the Food Services staff does every
day to tenderize the meat in the unidentified meat
-

-

—

dish, so I'll do it too!!! The food is just shit, and
every poor dumb bastard in residence has to spent a
couple thousand hard-earned clams on the shit.
Who's fucking who up the ass here?
WLU sure knows how to make money, and then
invest it in freedom-bashing countries like South
Africa. Is everybody in South Africa named Botha,
or am I imagining things? If you're going to force
everyone in your second-class excuse for a country
to have the same name, couldn't you pick a better
fucking name than "Botha"? It sounds like a turd
falling into a toilet and the water flying up and hitting you in the ass. Listen "Botha" am I right or
-

-

National

—

Affairs

William Shatner
wasn't for my days at the
Canadian Broadcasting
Coiporation, where I was
able to hone my skills as a
dramatic actor, I probably
would never have landed
the role of Captain Kirk,
or had the diversity to play
T.J. Hooker.
After winning the Second World War with the
CBC, Lome Greene, Leslie Nielsen, and myself
headed to the United
States to make some real
money, not this blue and
red beaver bullshit. But in
no way does it mean we
are less patriotic; we still
love Canada, hockey

what?
And hey, all you Biz-knobs and Artsies out
there man, I used to think you guys were the pits,
but you'd better band together to wipe out this
slimy group ofcretinous garbage that have begun to
befoul the halls of this beautiful school. Yeah, I'm
talking about the goddamned Science-knobs. Are
these guys pathetic or what? Always whining and
whining abouthow much work they have to do, and
how everyone else doesn't do any work, and how
they won't get any good jobs because the world
isn't fair, yacketyyacketyyack.
Hey, you moronic bean-counters, a Biz-knob
expends more useful activity scratching his crotch
then you guys do pushing away at your little beancounter calculators all day! An artsie has more intelligence in one of the hairs on his or her genitals
than you do in your whole number-obsessed excuse
for a conscious mind. You want to be well-paid?
Then get a life, creep! Stop bugging those of us
who live in the real world, or leam to live in the
same goddamned space-time continuum as the rest
of the universe, or just drop dead. I couldn't give a
flying fuck what you do!
Jesus, though, there are a lot of irritants to a
sensitive soul like Bill Needle. Take Mikhail Gorbachev. Please! The no-good Commie bastard is
just setting up the Western World, and we're taking
the bait! Would you trust a guy with a map of the
Peters building tattooed on his Marxist-Leninist
forehead? Me neither, but all our goddamned socalled leaders have their tongues so far up old
Gorby-baby's ass they can taste his breakfast.
we should have
Damned godless Red-bastards
nuked them back in 1962 when we had the chance.
Bean-counters are good for something they can
design weapons that wipe smirking Stalinists like
our Red friends off the face of the Earth!
And another thing: why do they call it "Legionnaire's Disease" when you get the fucking thing
from a faulty goddamned air conditioner? Legionnaire's disease should be something you get from
drinking yourself silly in a sweaty little hall with a
bunch of cock-eyed old geezers telling made-up
war stories, don't you think?
That just about does it for me this week. Oh,
I've still got a hell of a lot of vitriol bottled up inside of me, but when hasn't that been the case? So
until next week, stay away from Chilean grapes and
remember this one simple adage: IF GUNS WERE
OUTLAWED, ONLY OUTLAWS WOULD
HAVE GUNS. It's always worked for me, and I've
shot a hell of a lot of oudaws in my day. Family
members too, but God'll sort them out in the end,
so you can't worry too much about it.

pucks and all. For Christ-

sakes Leslie Nielsen

spends three months ice
fishing on the Great Slave
every winter. Could anyone love his country more
than this?
I cannot understand
how the people of Canada
have let these Klingonlike comedians take over
the ship at the CBC. Lome
Greene, and Dan Blocker
for that matter, would turn
over in his grave. Not only
are Wayne and Shuster
wasting the the tax-payers
hard earned money on
useless 24 hour channels,
but they have cancelled all

BLOOM COUNTY

re-runs of "Star Trek", the
greatest and most innovative piece of television
ever aired.
Once filming is completed for "Star Trek 6:
The Search For Gene
Rayburn", and "T.J.
Hooker: The Movie"
which will co-star Nipsey
Russel as my black partner, I vow to return to the
—

CBC and regain control of
the ship. I will then proceed

to

rid Canada of all

Klingons and New Democrats.

The CBC and Canada

must return to days before
Video Hits, before Good
Rockin' Tonight, before

Daniel Richler, back to the
days when it was A 1 Waxman who was lowered into

Nathan Philips Square on
New Year's Eve not Ronnie Hawkins! With Bones
and Scotty at my side I
will guide this vessel
called Canada back to its
proper place.

Wayne and Shuster
have taken the CBC to
ruin at Warp-factor 8 and
Canada is on a collision

course with Khan. Time is
running out, we must stop
these Klingons at the
CBC. Set your phasers to
stun, no, make that kill.
Long live the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation of old. Long live
Lome Greene. Long live
Wilf Carter. Long live
Front Page Challenge.

by Berke Breathed

—

—

Am I bugging you? Fucking A!
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Correction

In the March 23/1989 issue of the Stah, we ran a story about
homicidal lesbian bikers who had been barred from becoming Girl
Scout leaders by the Canadian Girl Guides.
Unfortunately, it now seems that this entire story was the drunken
figment of the reporter-in-question's imagination. Furthermore, it
turns out that he plagiarized the first three paragraphs from To the
Lighthouse by Virginia Woolf for reasons which remain unknown to
both us and him. To conclude his crimes, the reporter then sent the
story off to the Canadian Journalists' Convention, where it won third
prize in the "Touching Stories of Serious Social Intent" category.
The reporter has been drawn and quartered, and we sincerely
apologize for any inconvenience caused.

Youth wing members strike

Nichols bombed by Tories
By Kurt Vonnegut Jr. Trawna Stah

WLU Dean of Students Fred Nichols has had
his house fire bombed by the campus Progressive
Conservative Youth.

Late Monday night, a group of Tiny Tones
drove by Nichols' Dunbar St. house and lobbed
molitov cocktails into the living room and ga-

four
rage.

"I was dumbfounded by the whole thing," said
Nichols, "But itcould have been worse. At least noone was seriously hurt in the incident.
Damage to the house was extensive. The living

room, the garage, and the kitchen were completely
gutted by the inferno. "We needed to remodel that

part of the place anyway," said Nichols.
A group of Tiny Tories were arrested on Tues-

day and charged. The leader of the group, Doug
Earle, remains defiant. "Yeah, we bombed the
house. It was fun and dammit, we'd do it again."
The motive for the attack remains unclear, but
sources indicate that it had something to do with the
Dean's refusal to let the Tiny Tory Executive Committee replace the Dean's Advisory Committee as

the disciplinary body on the WLU campus.
One of the attackers, who wishes to remain

anonymous, clearly stated that "it was that Earle
guy who pushed us to it. We never really wanted to
actually follow through with it, but he got us all
caught up in this DAC thing and, well, we just did
it It's his fault, the little fascist."
Apparently, funding for the raid was secured
from the Chief Patriarch of the Young Tories, Col.
Oliver North (ret.). The funds were diverted from
the sale of skimpy undergarments to oil-rich but
kinky arabs. "No comment, but I did it for my President," was all North would say when contacted by
the Stah.
Nichols remains optimistic about the entire affair. "These boys are really good at heart. They just
need a bit of guidance and understanding. I wish
they had talked with me about the whole thing before they actually did it. I might have been able to
help them out"
The attackers will be brought before the courts
sometime in 1996 to face the music.
In a related incident, several members of the
current DAC have gone missing. A wholesale
roundup of the entire club was carried out early
Wednesday morning.
The DAC members, who have the responsibility
for student discipline on campus, began disappearing over the Easter holiday.
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The same method was used in all of the abductions. A blue van would pull up to the victim's
house and three heavily armed men would jump
out, force their way into the abode, and carry out
their fiendish work. "It was just horrible," said a
room-mate of one of the missing individuals. "They
burst in here, screaming about tax reform or some
damned thing, and grabbed him right from the
couch. It was just horrible."
So far, none of the Tiny Tories in custody are
talking. They refuse to utter anything except random mumblings about how Brian (Mulroney) will
fix everything. "The big guy'll get us out of this
one for sure. I know we didn't go to school with
him or anything, but he's a Joe, he'll give us a
hand," said an unidentified Tiny Tory.
The local organization of the Tiny Tories is in a
shambles. "Our organization is in a shambles," said
Adolf Sittler, acting President of the troubled
group. "We have a long way back from this low
point, but, hey, Hitler fought back after a pretty
serious defeat. So can we."
At press time, it was reported that a Sandinista
Death Squad is on its way to Waterloo to "deal with
the Tiny Tory problem."
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What's

CONCERT:
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peter gabriel, sting and

OTHERS JOIN FORCES IN AN ADMIRABLE EFFORT TO ELIMINATE WORLD DROOLING.
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do

D
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MUSIC:

SOUR SMASH BOOZE BAND LANDS
MULTI-BILLION DOLLAR DEAL AND ARE
HAILED AS BEING BIGGER STARS THAN EVER.

TELEVISION:

Wrong

stah columnist craig
ON
WHAT'S
HOT AND WHAT'S NOT ON
QUILT
THE TUBE.
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Kernals reunite
for new album
Blast from the past: After a well-needed
hiatus, those cameleons of rock
The
Karnal Kernals are back with a greatest
hits album containing some better known
tracks and two new rap numbers. Pictured
(from left to right) are guitarist Terence
Bruce, vocalist Bob, drummer Nigel
"Skins" Wentworth and bassist Flash
-

-

McKinley.
Although the band has often been ac-

cused of bending hopelessly to the winds of
fashion, all four of the band's original
members have returned to the group that
first came to North America in 1963
has flatly refused to leave ever since.
j

I credible pieces. Why did' nt you
I make it big in the States like those
' other guys, the Beatles?
Bob: Well, we were there for the

By Legs McGuinness

Terence: Of course, we didn't
know how to play anyway.
Stah: Flash, when did you meet
these guys?
Flash: Just after the first album, I
joined to replace their original
guitar player, Ross MeFinley.
Ross was the first bassist to play
without the use of his hands. He
was armless, y'know?
Bob: Ross left the band after his
right foot was amputated after a
bizarre grocery shopping accident. He tried playing with his
left foot and his teeth for awhile
but it just didn't work out.
Skins: He'd lost it.
Stah:After the 60's period, the
band branched out to embrace
new musical traditions. "Rock n'
Roll" was released in 1971
featuring some gratuitous rock

British Invasion too, but we
didn't catch on because our luggage was lost on the way over.
There we were, back stage at the
Ed Sullivan Show without our

and]

gear.
Trawna Stah

The Karnal Kernals: a band in
the forefront of all of the musical
trends.
The Karnal Kemals: a group
with an overabundance of talent,
wit, and humour.
The Karnal Kernals: four allround good people.
The 60's era of music conjures up, for some, images of
bands like The Beatles or The
Stones. But, for this reporter, I
think back to the time when I
picked up my favourite album
Meet The Karnal Kernals back in
1963.
Deft drumwork by Nigel
"Skins" Wentworth, bouncy bass
by Hash McKinley, gritty guitar
licks by Terence Bruce, all combine with vocals by Bob to complete a musical tapestry of sight,
sound, and smells.

Now, in 1989, the Karnal
Kernals have rejoined to release a
box-set compilation called All
Our Best And Then Some featuring their most memorable hits
plus two hot new tracks.
On a promotional tour for the
new LP, the Kernals stopped by
the Stah office to chat about their
illustrious career.
-

Stah: Let's start at the beginning.
How did the bandfrom?
Bob: Well, it all started when me
an' Skins were kids, really. Apparently, our mums met each
other in a bizarre pram accident.

Skins: It was fate.
Bob: Yeah, it's hard to believe.
Stah: So, you and Skins were the
base of the band?

Bob: I'm the voice, the presence,
if you will, the very aura of the
group. Skins just writes the
songs, y'know?
Stah: Really? Describe your
writing process, Skins. Being the
drummer, you must compose on a

guitar or perhaps a piano...
Skins: No, I write me songs using
me drums actually. There's a
bond between a drummer an' his
pads that no-one but us can understand.
Terence: Yeah, Skins is always
found beatin' somethin'. (snicker)
Stah: Terence, when did you join
the Karnal Kernals?

Terence: Bob and I knew each
other...very well for quite some
time. We...that i5...1 woke up one

day and said...Hey! let's make a

band.

Bob: Actually, it was my ideaTerence: It was not. He's lyin'.
Skins: Bob, Terence, and I
started as a three man polka band
called the Wanderin' Gelkies.
And, after touring our arses off
on the Sausage House circuit for
ten years, we decided that we
wanted somethin' more, y'know?
Bob: We wanted to kick arse! So
we became a rock n' roll band.
Stah.- Bob, is that your only
name?

Bob: Now, Legs, you know I
can't say my real name. I'm a
figure. A hero. An idol. One

name is all I need. There was
Elvis, there was Fabian, there was
Ringo. I am...80b.
Stah: The first Karnal Kernals
album, Meet the Karnal Kernals,
was an orgasmic experience for
me. The musicianship was incredible. How did you all learn to
play like that?
Terence: Well...it wasn't us, really. Um...we formed our own
label, Erotic Popcorn, and we
needed an album. We hired some
guys to help with it...one of 'em
was Paul Cartey, or somethin'...and we made a lot of

money.
Stah: But the vocals, Bob, they
were emotive, empathic, transcen-

dent!
Bob: We 11...1 didn't do them either. But, we did help with that
tambourine sound on the third
track, "Shoo bee doo waa waaa."
Terence: It wasn't easy, y'know?
Stah: Now the second album featured a host of songs which were
huge hits. "Where is My Baby?",
"My Baby's Gone Again",
"Cryin' Over My Baby", and
"Baby's Dead" were all in-

anthems. How did you initiate
this change in direction

Bob: We had a choice actually.
Either we would go totally
strange like the Beatles or 'rock'
continued on B4

Stah.
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ROOFTOP PA TIO
GOOD LUCK TO EVERYONE
ON THEIR EXAMS

gg "So what's it like

to be

an English major? Well...um, to be honest,

I not a whole lot has happened lately. Sure it was pretty easy completI ing the program. But since earning my degree, I've been living at
I home. Companies have completely ignored me because of my interest
lin the arts and my lack ofbusiness acumen. There's no question I'd
-

I

like to slash my wrists for deciding

to become an Arts Major."

Don't
this happen to you. Artistic
can be
beaten...but not without your help. If you or someone you know is
suffering, do the right thing and give us a call. For everyone's sake.
Call or write: Society for an Arts-Free Canada (SAC), 365 Bay
Street, Suite 700, Toronto, Ontario, MSH 2VI or call toll-free 1-800ART-ACHE.
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By Peter God
forming a steady stream of their
Trawna Star
people joined hands, a bright greatest hits, like "Where Has My
Baby Gone?", "Will You Be My
spotlight pulled a group of perOver the last week, I was formers onto the stage.
baby?", and "Fuck My Nose,
privileged to visit my homeland
U2's Bono approached the Baby", the Kemals reminded us
and spend an evening at the microphone, arms extended in a all that they still have what it
famed Wembley Stadium to wit- crucifix, while female fans takes.
ness a concert event that was squealed in excitement.
Incredible performances by
meant to be the best kept secret in
"We're not the Beatles or the the Who, David Bowie, Bob
most of England. The lid was Bay City Rollers", the singer Dylan, and Peter Gabriel folclamped on the entertainment panned, "we're just Mouth lowed but the crowd was
press but word of mouth spread Peace!" The man's humility entranced as a tear welled up in
quickly, blanketing most of warmed hearts and brought Rush vocalist Geddy Lee's eye
Liverpool.
smiles to every member of the when he sang, from "Tom
I managed to get my paws on audience.
Sawyer", "catch the spirit, catch
a pair of tickets from my cousin,
Bono placed a tambourine on the spit".
a soccer player with a few con- his head as a symbol of a crown
Towards the end of the night,
nections in a seedy part of of thorns. He then brought out a Bruce Springsteen accended the
London. Having not seen my group of people to the edge of the stage to deliver a powerful
childhood friends in over ten stage; they stood idly in growing speach.
years, I was willing to take my pools, slobbing pathetically
"Yaaaaahhhhhhh!
like
grandmother to the concert in- Pavlovian dogs.
Weemmmmbbbllleeeyyy!
stead. She doesn't get out much
A spotlight shot out from the Awriiigght!!!!", the Boss yelled,
because of her flaky skin condi- wings to encircle the figure of a "We...we're here because
tion and a tendency to drool peri- tiny boy. A hush settled on the we...we...care, yaaahh! Exposing
odically.
crowd as Bono stepped from the the horrors, shattering the myths.
The smoky double-decker darkness into the light, stepping We can make a difference!
spat us out in front of the majestic across a stream of spittle issuing Yaaahhh!!"
The crowd roared their apWembley Stadium. Scalpers from the boy's mouth.
circled the perimeter like sharks.
"This is Billy", he exclaimed, proval to the heart warming adNames like Sting, Bruce Cock- "And he is the reason that we are dress, which sounded much like
burn, Rush, U2, The Karnal all here tonight. The proceeds every other speech for every
Kemals, Peter Gabriel, and Bruce from this concert will go to help other benefit concert he ever did.
Springsteen hovered in the air little Billy, and others like him,
An all-star band containing
above clusters of conversations.
inflicted with this terrible hand- Sting, Bono, Bryan Adams, Joan
Without any promotion, the icap. You have helped to buy a Baez, Mark Knopfler, and the
event had attracted mostly scruffy refuge for these poor people. surviving members of Led Zeppelin, completed the show with a
teenagers and young urban Your money has gone toward refamilies.
search so that we can provide stirring rendition of "Stairway To
The lid was blown. This was people like Billy with a full life. Heaven". The audience joined in
for the final line as the performers
to be the event to surpass Live This is Mouth Peace!"
Aid, The Amnesty Tour, Aids
With those words, U2 burst placed Bono upon a cross and left
benefits, and Hands Across into an anthemic medley of every him within the waning spotlight.
America; a collective effort of song ever written including "BeWe all left the stadium holdgenerous Artists For The People hind Blue Eyes", "It's A Small ing hands, singing "That's What
who had sacrificed their time and World", "All You Need Is Love", Friends Are For". Today, a small
offered their talent in a big hug and "This Land Is YourLand".
section of the world came togethfor the world.
clap
thunder
A
heralded a er to help our friends in need.
A huge banner unfurled above burst of rain, beating down from
I dropped my grandmother off
the stage announcing the name the heavens like tears, as though at her home, kissing
her drooling
and the cause
Mouth Peace, God was weeping for his
lip tenderly. A glow surrounded
child.
help stop the drooling.
"Thank you, Father!" Bono ex- her face, as if she had been
My grandmother's expression claimed.
touched by a higher power.
glowed. A tear fell down her
Reluctantly, U2 left the stage
cheek and flowed towards her yelling "But, we're a great live
Leaving the building, I could
chin, collecting a drip of saliva as band!", to be followed by a vaguely hear the echoes of music
it escaped from her quivering bot- reunion set by British pop super- in the air. They continued long
tom lip.
stars The Karnal Kernels. Perinto the night.
As the stadium darkened and

-
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The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation on
Wednesday announced its new 24 hour Wayne and
Shuster Channel. Johnny Wayne and Frank
Shuster, who recently took over control of the
CBC, can now be seen 24 hours a day in a variety/weather update format which hopes to rival the
24 hour Smothers Brothers Channel in the United
States.
Wayne and Shuster took control of the CBC last
month after the bizarre death of Don Harron, better
known as Charlie Farquharson. Harron died after
choking to death on a bad ear of corn.
The first thing Wayne and Shuster did after taking charge was give the axe to Peter Mansbridge.
The anchor position of the National has since been
filled by Valdy. When asked about the change
Johnny Wayne said that he has always enjoyed
Valdy's music, and that "Mansbridge was a balding
lush and did not fit the new CBC image." Mansbridge, coincidentally, was vehemently opposed to

the idea of a 24 hour Wayne and Shuster channel.
The new 24 hour Wayne and Shuster Channel
will feature skits and songs by the Canadian
dynamic duo, and Stornpin' Tom Connors will
give
a singing weather update on the hour. The show
will have a different co-host every week, along with
Wayne and Shuster and a cast of Canadian talent.
The co-host for the debut week
is Bruno
Gerussi and skits include a take-off on the Beachcombers and Celebrity Cooks. Special guest appearances by Pat John and Robert Clothier are ex-

Wayne and Shuster, pending the success of the
new channel, have in the planning
stages three
other 24 hour CBC channels. These include The
Dessert Channel with Randy Bachman
and Burton
Cummings as co-anchors; The Pan Flute Channel
with Zamfir; and The Paul Henderson Channel
reP eated 'y
the seventh game of
u
the
1972 Summit Series.

The musical guest for the first show is the new
band The Travelling Battle Scars which features
Geddy Lee, Kim Mitchell, Gordon Lightfoot, and
Ringo Starr. The group will perform their top ten
hit "Dylan Ain't Heavy, He's A Jew," and the Canadian standard "Tillsonburg."
The overwhelming success of the 24 hour
Smothers Brothers channel, which has practically
wiped out MTV, is now watched world-wide on
satellite. The brothers Smothers realized that at any
time of the day some one may have a craving for a

Wayne and Shuster were asked if the failure of
last years 24 hour "In Search of Lome Greene
Channel" gave them any fears in moving into the
24 hour format, Wayne said, "Who gives a shit
about a dead Lome Greene; he went to the fucking
Ponderosa and deserves to be dead... if those idiot
Smudder Brudders can do it we sure as hell can."
In other CBC related news, Wayne and Shuster
are trying to muscle Pierre Berton off of the Front
Page Channel panel, and replace
him with Farley
Mowat, who they consider to be more Canadian.

pected.

By Rawk Stah

Trawna Stah

norelation

Copital-IME Records of the World announced

today the signing of world famous WLU band, The

Sour Smashed Booze Band. The announcement
comes after months of negotiations with the band
and many contract changes.
Dirk Dick, A&R Director for Copital-IME, was
pleased that the negotiations have finally closed.
"We've been trying so hard to get the deal closed.
These guys are really difficult to work with but,
hey, I guess all geniuses are, aren't they?" he stated
at a press conference held in Kalamazoo, Michigan
earlier today.
"I just can't wait until they start making us some
money," he finished.
The contract, which is rumoured to be worth
more than 52.5 billion for one year, also contains
clauses allowing the band complete artistic freedom, licence to rip off other performers' material
and not pay royalties, weekly cases of champagne
and use of four limousines 24 hours a day.

Says guitarist Zoltone Horse-cock of the deal,
"It's okay, but I really wish they would have left in
ownership of the British West Indies. I need some
place I can take thechicks for free."

sions ofeach song.
"What's the point of doing original stuff when
we can take other peoples' stuff instead. Less work
for us," said Frail.

Vocalist Head Frail was more positive about the
the negotiations. "Fuckin' right it's a
good deal," he exclaimed "Now we are going to be
the biggest bloody rock stars you've ever seen. Bigger than we already are. Soon people will be begging us to talk to them. And we won't! Ha Ha. I
love it."

The record contract, one of the most lucrative in
the history of Copital-IME, has thrilled the friends
and families of the band, as well as ardent followers.

outcome of

"We're big enough now that we don't have to
give press passes to you dicks from the Stah. In
fact, we may not even let you come to town if
we're there," said drummer Wob Wiley.
The first album is already in the works and is
said to contain covers of John Panther Mellenhead,
Booze Springstream, David Wiliingcock and Upchuck Rasberry. Fans will be ecstatic because it
will be a double album, with three identical ver-

The Last Temptation Of Bono
"Powerful, rivetting....now
we too can know the
tremendous burden of what
it is to be rock's greatest
star and the Son of God at
the same time..."

.

\

Pauline Kael, NEW YORK TIMES

Roger Ebert, CHICAGO SUN TIMES
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UNIVERSAL PICTURES ANDCINEPLEX ODEON FILMS
"THE LAST TEMPTATION OF BONO"

BONO VOX
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HARVEY KORMAN
BARBARA BUSH
RENE SIMARD. and PEE WEE HERMAN as pontius pilate
.

.
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Tom and Dick joke, or to see Jim Stafford
sine
Spiders and Snakes."

Billion dollar contract offered to Booze Band

A MARTIN SCORCESE PICTURE

"The cinematic event of the
year....Pee Wee Herman as
Pilate displays great emotional range opposite this
century's Rennaisance
Bono V0x...."
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CBC announces Wayne and Shuster Channel

U2 fans drool at Mouth Peace
By Kim Clarke Chimpness

Jhuisday, March 3()

.

I

"Oh gawsh, I'm like sooooooo proud, yah
knowwwww?" said Scary Robin's Egg, fan and
President of the Sour Smashed Booze Band
.Groupies OfThe Universe Society.

"They're liiiiiikkkke sooooo
aaawwwwsommmme. All that talent, yah
knowwwww? I bet they get too biiiig for this
uni verrnrrssssseee!"

Copital-IME record executives were licking
their chops at the prospect

B4I/The Trawna Stah, Thursday, March 30,1989

New LP has every Kernal popped Quilt's Picks and Pans
continued from B1
like the Who. We knew the
Beatles would never get anywhere so we decided to rock!
Flash: That was our most imaginative years. We wrote "Rock
Your Socks Off", "On The
Rocks", "Rocksey Music", and
"Rock, Rock And More Rock".
Terence: Great tunes, man, great
tunes.

Stah: But "Rock n' Roll", the album, never really caught on. Why
do you think that is?
Skins: Well, we were before outime, weren't we? Pioneers.
Bob:The experimental albums are
always difficult. Also, we were
goin' through some tough times
back then.
Stah: What was that?
Terence: I left the group to pursue a solo career.
Flash: But no-one would take
him, so tie came back.
Terence: Fuck off!
Stah: Okay, guys. Tell me what
happened with Colin James.
Flash: Who?
Skins: Colin tried to join the band
back in '73, but the guy just had
no talent, y'know? We had
worked with Page, Townshend,
Plant, Lee; who wanted some nobody from Canada?

P

Stah: After the abysmal sales of
"Rock n' Roll", you released
"Metal Machine" to grab some of
the Led Zeppelin crowd.
Flash: That was my idea. I always like Heavy Metal, and I
think we provided the definitive
Metal album to end all Metal albums.
Terence: Of course, It was only
bought by two people.
Bob: We did it all before everyone else, y'know? No-one really
took notice of us until "Mr.
Sensitivity".

Stah: That was the album featuring the soft, melodic Leonard
Cohen-type songs, wasn't it?
Flash: Hey, they were all
original! "I Smell Your Vibes,
Man" reached the top ten in England. We were a hit.
Skins: The big time.
Bob: Money.
Flash: Women.
Skins: Money.
Terence: Men...um, that is,
women.
Stah: The punk years: How did
that affect the band?
Flash: That's when we released
"Vomit", our own tribute to the
punk era.
Bob: Incredible songs: "Fuck My

Nose, Baby", "God Save My
Spleen", "Sez You, Penis
Breath", "Mine's Bigger Than
Yours". It had it all.
Stah: So why did you release that
awful synth-tech rubbish, "Electric Colour?"
Skins: That was the time that we
all officially left the band.
Flash: I don't know who those
guys were with those faggot haircuts and suits.
Stah: What does the future hold
for The Karnal Kernals?
Bob: We were supposed to be
featured on U2's "Rattle and
Hum" album, but we told them to
help Dylan get his career back on
the road instead. We were at the
Mouth Peace event last week...
Terence: The new album has
some new songs on it.
Flash: They're rap songs actually: "Bum Rap", and an anti-drug
song called "That's why They
Call It Dope, Dope". Of course,
we didn't actually do them. We
got a lot of help from RunDMC
and DJ Jazzy Jeff.
Stah: Will you be touring?
Skins: Yes. We'll be doing a
whirlwind tour of the world and
elsewhere. Except Kitchener.
Terence: Of course, we won't actually be playing.

By Craig Quilt

to town and locks up the entire
cast until they learn how to act.

Trawna Stah

while it looks like Brainman
will sweep the Oscars this year,
the Academy admits it should
have nominated David Cronenberg's Dead Fingers, the fatal
story of twin gynecologists, but
judges said that the plot had too
many holes.
-

BITS AND FECES
-

reports say that notorious movie

mogul, Ted Turner, plans to

colourize U2 videos. We'll keep
you updated.
due to the macho Eric Clapton
and Steve Winwood ads for
Michelob beer, Duran Duran
have decided to be spokesman for
wine and beer coolers. They plan
to change their name to Durango
Durango.
speaking of name changes, because of drummer and amputee
Rick Allen, Def Leppard have decided to rename the current hit
"Armaggedon It" to "OneArmaggedon It". Rick tells us he feels
comfortable with the change.
Let's give him a hand.
business students continue to
march in protest over Martin
Scorcheesie's film, The Last
Temptation of Bono, objecting to
its portrayal of the U2 singer as a
mere human being.
insiders on The Young and the
Hopeless reveal that in next season, Lisa Mansfield, who this
season had locked Brad in a cage
until he came to love her, returns
-

-

TODAY ON THE TUBE

4:30 pm Ch. 7: Geraldo probes
the controversial topic of overweight, alcoholic Communist lesbian terrorists with PMS and
body odour. (60 minutes)
11:30 pm Ch. 6: Guest Bob
Probert does coke with Jim and
Mark on Snortsline. Also, expos-'
ing the use of steroids in college
darts. (30 minutes)

most notoriously vague literary writers.
We can't just ignore people like Dylan
Thomas and James J0yce....1 mean,
those people were sick."

cation, the nerdy students compare their penis sizes in Head of
the Class. (30 minutes)

Australian super group INXS called
it quits early this week. Says lead
vocalist Michael Hutchence, "We just
can't compete anymore. All these cover
bands doing our stuff; they're closing out
the market for us. No promoters will
book us for a show because they can get
these stupid cover bands for a fraction of
the cost."
"I'm disgusted with the state of rock
and roll."
In the wake of the announcement,
Hutchence and his fellow bandmates
were spotted in a Trawna, Ontario bar
playing under the name of Guns In The
Sky, an INXS cover band.
When cornered in a hallway
Hutchence admitted to his identity and
claimed, "I was behind on my Porsche
payments. I had to make money somehow."

11:00 Ch. 3: The All-New Hit
Squad. Host: Ayatollah
Khomeini. (30 minutes)
9:00 Ch. 4: Stacy Keach returns
to London prison for trafficking,
in Mike Slammer. (60 minutes)
3:00 Ch. 9: Stomper Room. "Hie
brats study the Satanic Verses
pop-up book, then burn their dolls
as effigies. (30 minutes)
All Goddamn Day: On
MuchLessMusic
-

Erica Empty tries on trendy
hats for 24 hours, in stereo.
Kim Clark Chimpnis tries on
a real voice and brings us more
Rock Trash.
Terry Daivd Mull-Again
continues to ponder and whine
about his air time.
Christopher Weird plays
with funny camera angles and
displays his psychedlic shirt patterns made of animal vomit.
Muck Williams makes love
to the camera.
-

-

-

9:00 pm Ch. 57: Fans of the late
Karen Carpenter can catch her in
her last role, in the TV premiere
of The Unbearable Lightness of
Being. (120 minutes)

-

10:00 pm Ch. 2: PBS broadcast
the critically acclaimed Ethics in
America. (2 minutes)
8:00 pm Ch. 12: During sex edu-

It seems that pop super-duperstar,

-

Madonna, will be in

next

month to film the video for her next
single, titled "Watch My Breasts
Bounce". The ex-Mrs. Penn recently told
yours truly, "I'm tired o' bein' the bimbo
on the block; I wanna make music that
says somethin'....y'know, like Bannanarama".

-

-
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Zita Ruckus
By Zita Ruckus
Tipper Gore and the rest of the
Washington Wives are back in the
news. Although their earlier attempt to
condemn/censor many heavy metal
music groups met with failure, the group
of senators wives are confident that this
crusade will meet with success. "We're
not concerning ourselves with those
selfindulgent behemouths [sic] in that heavy
meddle [sic] music;" said an irate Tipper,
"this time we will try to change the ways
of songwriters who compose lyrics that
no one can make out or understand. I
mean, all this use of word-play and
metaphork [sic] what's the use if no
one can make sense out of it? We want
to see artists and the record companies
act responsibly and put labels on
the albums that say 'Warning: contents may
disorient or confuse'". Artists already
subpoenaed to appear before a grand jury
include 'serious offenders' such as
Michael Stipe, Elvis Costello and
David Byrne. And if the Wives are successful with this crusade, who's next?
Well," says the effervescent Tipper,
this is all really just a precursor
[sic] to
tidying up the works of this century's

Pop superstar, Prince, has announced
plans to auction off his pubic hair for
charity. The Purple One has reportedly

grown bored with his body hair and is
trying to rid himself of the burden and
benefit society simultaneously. "It's really a nuisance, if you ask me," squeaked
the diminutive prodigy, "...it all winds up
sitting on the rim of the toilet bowl or
floating around in your coffee in the
morning. I say 'good riddance'". Proceeds from the auction will go to the
United Negro Hairless Fund.

-

if&&i

Beleaguered soulman, James
Brown, has been complaining vehemently of late regarding his treatment in
a medium-security prison in South Carolina. Writing to Senator William Graft
(R), Brown states, "My margaritas
have
way too much tomato juice in 'em, the
waterbed doesn t have enough water in it
and to top it all off the dope in this
hole is the shits! Unless I start to get
treated right, I'm moving to another jail
and bingo! Papa's Got A Brand New
Cell!"
Later at a press conference, Senator
Graft appeared sympathetic to Brown's
plight: "It must be difficult to go from
Soul Brother
1 to Cell Brother
-

-

-

-
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CANADIAN MUSIC. Match these Canadian tunes with their performers!

CKMS RECORD
RELEASE PARTY

I
I
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I EVERY FRIDAY 3-7 p.m.

I BLACK CAT BONE I
I LIVE BLUES JAM

———
—————

_____________________—————Noendorsement by

—___________
________

artists is

implied or intended.

Bill Graham announced today that
he will be tour manager for the upcoming Tiffany/Willie Dixon Tour. Billed
as one of the most formidable couplings
in recent times, the concert tour has
promoters as well as the artists themselves very excited. "I'm thrilled to
death,
exclaimed the teen-age pop
sensation, "I've been a big fan of blues
music ever since it was invented in the
early 80's. I heard Debbie Gibson was
planning to tour with Stompin' Tom
Connors but I think we have her beat by
a mile." Dixon, seated nearby, was asked
how he felt about touring the country
with an attractive young, white girl. He
just smiled and licked his lips.
-

-

-
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Coulthard joins Leafs
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Cash sets
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Robbie says something nice? Yeah, right.

I wondered what the heck was going
on as I strode into the Asthetic Complex
yesterday. Everybody was happy.
How can this be I said to myself. The
friendly inhabitants of We Lose University are happy. Why? They shouldn't be.
They haven't had a national champion in
eons.
Have you ever wondered why they
haven't had a national champion since
1968 when Howareyou Rockhard led the
WLU Moulded Jocks basketball squad to
Halifax to win the title?
It's the players. They're a bunch of
self-centred, conceited, arrogant, loudmouthed, raucous, conservative, beerguzzling, beer-gutted rednecks who
don't give a damn what happens to their
team as long as they get their highpriced, multi-digit contract with some
big name professional team.
Let's look at some of the players in
the past few years. Ferret Calledher was
the captain of the Slockey Jocks last
year. Do you think he cared about the
slockey team? Absolutely not. He was

only here because he could get a free education and live at home and learn how
to speak the Russian language from his
father, We Lose's Russian history
professor. Where is Calledher now" He's
making big bucks in the pro leagues in
Western Inner Albania, playing for the
Western Inner Albania Algae of the Elite
League of the Outer Mongolian Hockey
Association. What a slacker.
Or how about Red Flipp, the all-star
quarterback and loud-mouthed
troublemaker for a bunch of years with
the gridiron Jocks? You certainly don't
think he sat on the bench for two years
waiting to become a starter? How many
times has he been interviewed for The
Stah when he's been sitting in his nice
plush 2 room apartment, quaffing ales,
and threatening to stay out of training
camp unless Asthetic Director Itch Oldburgh promises him his own dressine
room stall with five towels rather than
the normal three, and his own personal
supply of shampoo? It's disgusting.
Why back with the Argonauts in the

Robbie
Johnson

1960'5, any player who wanted more
than his normal share of towels had to
buy them himself. And if someone
threatened to show up at camp late, why
they just needn't show up at camp at all.
That showed who the men were.
You know the really disgusting part
about Flipp is that if he played baseball,
was Dominican, had a bad personality
and was a cry-baby sucky-poo who cried
everytime he didn't get his own way,
he'd be just like Jorge Bawls of the Blue
Jades.
Or how about Jock basketball star
Toeknee Markedtoolswitho. Do you ever
notice how he has nothing but good

things to say about his teammates and
coach, Krass "I've had enough" Custard?
Ever wonder why he doesn't get pissed
off when he's playing for a team that
hasn't come close to having a winning
season in the two years he's been here?
Well it certainly isn't because of his personality. He's luring us into a false sense
of security, and then he's going to jump
ship and go down the street to a real basketball team with the Waterlogged War-

riors.
Or how about current Slockey Jocks
star scorer Grog Pisszallsky? The Slockey Hawks came closer than a frog's
tooth to winning the national title. And
do we hear any complaining from the
man who singlehandedly held this team
together with his scoring exploits? No.
All he has to say are nice things,
platitudes like, "we tried hard," and, "we
did our best, but it just wasn't good
enough." Give me a break. Is this his
way of trying to get to the NHL by
showing that he can be a team player,

and not criticize when

things don't go

right, or not?
Hell, I don't even think Pisszallsky
was that good. What did he do for the
Jocks this year? Hell, all he did was lead
the team in scoring, anchor the powerplay, kill penalties, double shift and act
as team leader. You call that playing.
Why I remember back in the good
old days—that is, I try to remember because I drank buckets of booze back then
and it's hard to remember anything when
you're stoned all the time—George
Armstrong used to lead the Maple Leafs
by playing 40 or 50 minutes a game;
Bobby Baun scored a goal on a broken
ankle; Carl Brewer shaved his head. If
that's not dedication then I don't know
what is.
We Lose University just doesn't have
the dedication that is necessary to win
the big games. I was talking to Itch Oldburgh and he said the same thing. "We
Lose University just doesn't have the

Toronto: Traded Jorge Bawls

and Toeknee Ferrmnnannndezzz
to Pittsburgh for two white guys
and a bottle of ketchup.

Cincinnati: Traded Peat Moss to
Relmont Racetrack for jockey
Angel Coraero (Uiey re about ihe
same size), and two fixed races to

be named later.
Boston: Delete third basemen
Base Hogg to injured reserve;
Add relief pitcher Sam Malone
from Pawtucket via Cheers.
Hockey

lage Bowl.

Oh but complaining is good for the
heart Acckk!! My heart. No it's my ulcers. They're breaking up. I can't hold
them in my chest anymore. Helpp
Editor's Note: Robbie Johnson will no
longer be writing for The Stah due to an
unfortunate incident where the old bugger complained himself to death. Tough
luck, huh?

who see Canada as a nation of
steroid pumpers: if we are, how
come we're so good in synchronized swimming and curling?
Are you going to tell me that Eddie (The Wrench) Worrynick is a
steroid user? Beer guzzler,
maybe, but no steroidsCarolyn Waldon't has grown
up to be a true all-Canadian girl.
She's a bilingual Quebec

Toronto: Traded Boreyou Salami

to the Atlanta Flames for anything left over from the defunct

franchise; traded Ed Wholechuck
to Don King Enterprises for a
white prizefighter to be named
later.

Vancouver: Demoted Greg and
Greg Adams to their Vermont
farm team. Add Larry, Darryl and
Darryl to the roster.
Quebec: Traded Peter Stashknee
and Meshell Poulet to Radio Canada for the cast of He Shoots, He

anglophone who trained in Al-

berta, married a Nova Scotian
who studied in British Columbia
and they are going to live in
Ontario...East German skater
Kateri Wittawitta will likely
defect to the West in the near future. Word is she has just
screened the movie "The Wicked
Dreams of Paula Schultz" starring
Elke Sommer and does not want
her svelte body to acquire the
shape of a Sherman tankLatest trade rumour out ofEdmonton: Esa Tictactoe to the New
York Rangers for Guee Lafleurdelis. Seems Oyster owner Peter
Bigbucksoon wants to have a new
excuse to pretend fans aren't

Scores.

Wrestling

WWF: Ultimate Warrior traded
his Intercontinental Title for some
intelligence.

We Lose University Hockey Jock coach Pain
Scowling tries to hold back the tears as he announces that the Hockey Jocks will be folding

as a university team. He was kind enough to
take time to make the announcement between

shows

at

the DOLLHOUSE.
Toronto Stah Photo by Norm Betts.

booing him.

Jays Report
16,

HIGHLIGHTS
Jorge Bawls got hit by pitch in
the first inning, charged the Tyke
pitcher You Hoo Too, whacking
him about the head repeatedly,
before he was swamped by

hordes of kamakaze benchwarmers. Jade pitcher Dove
Steeb had trouble finding the
strike zone on the little tykes,
who averaged 3*7", as he gave up

17 walks.
TODAY'S ACTION
Jades try to get back on the winning side, as they play an intrasquad game in Stunedin. With
their luck, they'll probably lose.
SPRING RECORD
Toeknee Ferrnnnanndezzz
jumped 6'11" using a regular
mattress bedspring.

the
dumbest passes that I've seen thrown in
that particular situation. Of course it was
intercepted, and of course it was run
back for a touchdown. It probably
wouldn't have mattered, though. Undoubtedly the Moulded Jocks would
have found a way to muff it in the Col-

Toronto Bumble Bees have a
very good shot at the No. 1 pick
in the '89 National Hockey
League draft, which means the
poor soul who gets drafted by
them will probably not develop as
a hockey player until he gets
traded to a real sports team like
Montreal or Calgary...
Hab right winger Clod
Leminou is easily one of the most
hated players in the NHL. Last
night, he went out with two of his
teammates and they walked away
when he tried to pick a fight with
a bouncer at The Hell Hole in
New York. He fell before a punch
was even thrown and whined until police arrived. Ah, kinship...
Why would the Callyfumace
Mengeles be interested in
Toronto's Jorge Bawls? Haven't
they had enough of hot dogs with
Jackie Reginald?...To all those

Baseball

YESTERDAY

He

the

Blank
Ore

trades

Korean Tyke Champions
Blue Jades 4.5

we
the

...Nor

and more

Dullus Cowpokes: Traded the
entire offensive line for a load of
bricks and some mortar to patch
up their porous pass protection.

to win trie

Neither

Trades,
trades,

Football

dedication that is necessary

big games," said Oldburgh. "Why
only filled half of Varsity Arena at
nationals. Do you call that support?"
Of course, Oldburgh's one to alk.
screwed up royally two years ago in
Western Bowl, calling for one of

Sleez-o-rama wows growling Girl Guides
By Trod Birdsong

After a 5-2 humiliating loss to the York
Yeomen in the 1989 CIAU hockey final, the We
Lose University Moulded Jocks have decided that
enough is enough.
The truth hasbecome a blatant and obvious fact.
Next year local slockey fans will not be able to
watch their favourite hockey Jocks in action, as
they officially removed themselves from the
OUAA University hockey league on Tuesday.
We Lose has decided to enter itself in the Major
Atom Division of the K-W minor hockey league,
believing that the competition will be a little less
stiff.
The team had intended to keep this major decision quiet, but a source at Varsity Arena leaked the
information to the media in the aftermath of the
Jocks' crushing defeat. The source, who requested

his name remain anonymous because "I might lose
my job if my name is tied in with your article in
any way," was Varsity Arena Zamboni driver, Guy
Stone.
A news conference was held at THE
DOLLHOUSE, new official training facilities for
the WLU Ascetics Department. According to coach
Pain Scowling who seemed distracted by all the
hubbub as it was causing him to miss the five
o'clock as he met the press while smoking a big
stogie, "If we can't defeat the Dork Dobermans in
every playoff meeting then we just don't deserve to
be competing in this league."
Scowling went on to say that he just figured it
was impossible to come back from the startling setback handed to them by the Dobermen. "How can
we face our fans back at We Lose. We consistently
beat Dork all year, and then suddenly, we lose in
the biggest game of the year. What an embarrass-

was humiliating. It was unbelievable." At
this point, Scowling broke down in tears, begging
that the assembled horde of reporters not let it be
known that he was emotionally unstable or tell his
wife that he spent his free time at a strip joint.
For most of WLU hockey fans the move to disband the team is a welcome relief. A general poll
taken of WLU students showed that with exams
and essays approaching, they don't really care what
happens in the world. WLUSTUPE President
Scaren Birdsong (no relation) started talking about
the situation, but we stopped listening after twenty
minutes. Sports editor of the WLU paper Silly Brad
Lyons didn't care either. Said Lyons, "Big deal. It
means I don't have to do as much work in the
month of March and I can catch up on my sleep that
I've been missing as I've travelled to such
metropoli as Thorold to watch hockey in dingy
dumpy arenas." WLU Yearbook Sports editor
ment. It

Singe Grinnier echoed the exact comments of his
mentor and hero, Lyons.
Now that this decision has gone public the
WLU Administration is fearing for its financial life.
President Jerkoff Wires said in a two line press
release, "I'm afraid that we will lose half of our
full-time students to the streets as they become
Baptist ministers praying for the futures of our
slockey players, or KKK members. People won't

come here anymore and that means we
won't get anymore of their money."
What do the players think of the decision?
Veteran winger Bread Spokes wondered how he'd
be able to oontinue playing at the atom level the
physical kind of game he enjoys. "I don't think that
in all good consciousness I can smuck little kids
into the boards." Forward Grog Pisszalsky summed
up the feelings of the players: "Who cares, I never
want to

really liked hockey anyways."
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Runners sell excess steroids
By Stan Ozolol
community was rocked recently
The We Lose University sports
WLU
track team was on steroids.
that
vaunted
the
the
discovery
by
training
staff broke in on a
of
the
when
a
member
The story broke
.
track team drug shoot up.
it
The team tried to hide their shots by saying that was heroin that
they were taking not steroids but it was later discovered that it was inquestioned,
deed anabol, a performance-enhancing drug. When later
"I
thought
they
eating
that
were
only
reply,
Nothing
could
Coach Say
M&M's".
Several members of the team were consulted and when confronted
with the revelation had various things to say. Drain Tiles felt that
doing steroids was the only way to impress women and for this reason he thought that it was okay to take them. He added, "I'm so fast
that steroids couldn't improve my performances even if I wanted
them t0.7
Another member of the team who wanted his rights protected under the Fifth Commandment, said that he did steroids because he was
under pressure from the amount of schoolwork and the number of
other drugs he was on. He felt that doing steroids wouldrelieve some
of the stress and allow him to work faster.
Rambo Jenner felt that anabol was only a breath mint and since
his breath was horrendous he had better take as many of the "mints"
as he could.
.

Another anonymous athlete felt that the use of anabol was to improve his consumption of alcohol and since he could only compete
when loaded, he felt that mass consumption of alcohol would really
improve his efforts. In order to achieve this, anabol was necessary.

The only member to come clean in the scandal was Adam
Wellsaid, who felt he did not need steroids because he was tall
enough at 4 foot, 11 inches. While he felt that running the 3000
metres in 1 hour 12 minutes could be improved, he felt he could better achieve this by bribery rather than drug use.
When contacted, Itch Oldburgh thought it was great that a team
other than football was on steroids. "It widens the drug market for my
guys and takes some of the heat off football players using drugs." He
also felt that the track team should be commended for the way they
used the drug for so long and did not get caught.
Anyone needing any type of steroid can contact any member of
the WLU Track Team, who would be happy to set up a meeting with
a dealer. Remember: only contact them if you want ILLEGAL
DRUGS. They have no idea where to get legal drugs because they do

...
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SATURDAY, MARCH 11, 1989
Thafs Right! Monday at 8:C0 a.m. to
Saturday at 12:00 midnight!
More convenient than ever. That means more time
to prepare all your resumes, mailers, reports, etc.
Come in and try our many services.

face no disciplinary action since they hid their use
for so long that it would be embarrassing for the Ascetic Department
to report the incident. Unfortunately without steroids the prospect of
the team improving on a last place finish is going to be hard.

--
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SATURDAY UNTIL MIDNIGHT
STARTING

not need them.
The team will

I

Oh get a real life
A sunny
Dunedin, Florida
salutation from Florida's Gulf
coast to all you northerners who
are just beginning to thaw out To
aid in this thawing out, I'll just
bring you up to date on the latest
news out of spring training.
American League MVP Hosay
Cansayco has torn ligaments in
his wrist and will not be available
for action until May. He injured
himself shifting gears in his new
Porsche. He has fractured several
speed records earlier this month,
including a clocking of 191
m.p.h. in Florida.
It was a unique twist of events at
the Blue Jades' camp yesterday.
Leftfielder Jorge Bawls announced he was no longer interested in
playing defence, and that he
wouldrather become the full-time
DH. When informed of Bell's decision, Jades' manager Jimmy
Swillems walked out of camp in a
huff. He stated that he wouldn't

NOW OPEN

t

J

KINKO'S
IS WORKING
OVERTIME

Squeal
McKarl

until Bell changed his
mind.
i
Cincinnati manager Peat Moss
has refused to comment on the allegations that he is being investigated for gambling by the Commissioner's office. However,
when asked to predict the pennant
race in his NL West Division, he
replied: "It's going to be a close
one coming down the back
stretch. I think we'll pull it out by
a neck. You can count on the
Dodgers to place and the Padres
return

to show.

Peanut
Butter on

Base Hogg is hitting .600 during
spring training, but he is only batting .500 with his women.
The consensus this spring for
the playoff teams of the year:

Crackers!

Baltimore, Seattle, Philadelphia,
Atlanta. Yeah, right, and I'm
going to get a job with a real
paper.
Word out of Lakeland says that
Sparky Anderson thinks that this
year's edition of the Tigers will
be the best he's ever had. Of
course any Tiger fan knows that
anything Sparky says is firmly
etched in sand.
Outgoing major league Commissioner Pieter Tuberoff announced that he is interested in
buying out financially and strike
troubled Eastern Airlines. Word
around the Grapefruit circuit is
that he plans to employ Base
Hogg of Boston in stewardess
training sessions on how to ward
off sleazy passengers,

Food of
Champion
Peanut
Butter on
Cracker

..

kinko's

170 University Avenue West
Waterloo, Ontario N2L3E9
(519) 746-3363

Eaters.
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Journalism
Put your
University degree
to work

SALES PEOPLE REQUIRED
DIRECT SALES GROUND FLOOR

OPPORTUNITY!
3

Earn exceptional income oft your own by
recruiting a down line sales team. Great new
office product can earn YOU, the aggressive
sales oriented person big bucks immediately
through direct selling. DON'T WAIT! Call or
write to secure your territoiy.Chelle Marketing
Inc. 1554 Gregory Road, St. Catherines,
Ontario. L2R 6P9 (416) 641-0518
2

•

Get practical learning for a career
in newspaper reporting, magazine editing,
photojournalism or public relations.

Enter the Journalism-Print program
at Conestoga College.
Start the program in May,
September or January.

FORDE STUDIOS PHOTOGRAPHERS

As a university graduate, gain
advanced standing complete
this 80-week program in just 64 weeks.
-

Graduation photos You can be proud of!

Gain a full two months of practical experience
in an actual journalistic work setting.
Put your university degree to work- go for a
career in journalism. Our graduates get jobs.
Call Conestoga College today:
Liason Services at 748-3516 in Kitchener
-Student Services at 824-9390 in Guelph
-Student Services at 885-0300 in Waterloo

Special Package Prices starting at
$38.00
-

-

.
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EES] College

VW J of Applied Arts
Mr

arxiTechnobgy

78 FRANCIS ST. N.
KITCHENER
745-8637
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use. Beefore,
siink."

use thee received since backstopping his
team to a CIAU victory. "I
thought all the money I paid (forStanley Cup Predictions
mer Dork hockey coach Dave
Chamber Music) to lavishly comIn the wake of diminishing pliment me and fawn over me on
crowds at Maple Leaf Gardens,
national television would have
owner Happy Hal announced that
stirred pro interest. The only team
only he and his dog T.C. Puck
that's approached me, though, is
will be allowed to watch the a recruiter from the (newlyLeafs in the playoffs. Oh, well.
formed) Chilean Hockey League.
Maybe its my green skin." Fortune sometimes smiles sarcastiNHL President now only lost in
cally.
his own mind

INSIDE
SLAPS

THE STAFF OF CASEY'S
WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL
OF YOU FOR YOUR

PATRONAGE!
Fried Wings Coach Black

Baubles, Bangles and Booze

I
I
I

Jack Demars still stands by his

Detroit Fried Wings winger
Rob Bobbert was arrested by
Jerry Lewis Arena security last
night for possession of various illegal substances. He was found
with cocaine in his jockstrap,
moonshine in his water bottle, xrated magazines in his shoulder
pads, heroin in his skate blades
and an AK-47 among his hockey
sticks. Bail has been set at
$500,000 or five Steevee
Wisermon goals, whichever arrives first.

OH! BY THE WAY
DON'T FORGET ABOUT OUR PATIO

OPEN ALL SUMMER

1 had to

player, saying this is only a
temporary problem that will
eventually be fixed.

Baseball Discrimination? Hah!
The rumour that the Toronto
Blue Jades are discriminating
against Latin American players is
ridiculous, according to all-star
shortstop Toeni Ferrrrrnandenez.
"Thee Blood Jeans, they treat
mee jeest fiine. Jest last weeek,
they let mee use thee same
shower that thee white hombres

NHL President Ziegfired
Johnny has finally been found.
He was arrested in New York's
14th Precinct for solicitation of a
prostitute by Detectives Philip
Fish and Arthur Dietrich. When
asked for tickets to a Ranger
game by another detective, Stanley Wojciehowicz, he answered
that he didn't have any because
the owners wouldn't give him
any, he doesn't really like hockey
and the real NHL President is
Alan Son of Eagle. As if we
didn't suspect
Applefritter green with envy

Dork Dobermans' goalie Bark
Applefritter is disappointed at the
lack of NHL offers he has

Being Horny makes you hit well

The Boston Beau Socks are
getting increasingly worried
about the declining productivity
of all-star third baseman Base
Hogg. His spring training batting
average is currently .065 with no
home runs and only one RBI/
They are looking into new appeals to rescind the court-ordered
chastity belt Hogg has to wear as
a result of the suit by former
lover Marigold Adamo. Said Boston manager Joe Morganna, "you

hate to see your best hitter get out
of his groove. When he's horny,
he can hit balls all day."

Neutering bad for volleyball

4

A delayed spike by Raphaella
Siouxnation propelled the WLU

Lady Jocks volleyball team to
their first win in 14 months, 22
days, 7 hours, 45 minutes and 19

Ii

'a'

seconds over the visiting
Lichenstein national team at the
Asthetic Complex last Sunday.
The Jocks took the Lichens in
three straight, winning 15-2, 15-1
and 15-14.

'
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There's always something cooking at Casey's.

/

Wait til
you see how
good you
can be.

Avaluable.

uni ersity education

is

college education is
useful.

Conestoga programs
feature:

A

If you feel you want or
need additional, applied.
practical skills in order to
establish yourself in a
rewarding career.
contact

Conestoga.

Graduation from a four or
six semester

Conestoga'

College program is an excelient way to obtain the
marketable skills today's

employers seek.

Our graduates are in
demand the 95.1 per
cent placement achieved
by our 1988 grads proves
it.

High-tech equipment
ar.d modern facilities.
•

Curriculum taught by
professionals who maintain involvement with
their areas of
•

expertise.

Applied skills courses
directly related to
business and industrv.
•

Career related learning
that gets you ready to
take advantage of your
opportunities.
•

The third game was really the
only close contest of the entire
evening. The Moulded Jocks took
a 10-0 lead early on, thanks to
torrential hitting from Kitty UHaul and Lowree Sepulchre and
five howitzer serves from ChooChoo Lankblanki. Then, the

Lichen nationals regained the
serve and ran off twelve consecu-

tive aces to take a 14-10 lead. The
Moulded Jocks were simply
powerless against the onslaught,
which saw the ball bounce off
players' heads and hit the ceiling,
hit U-Haul on the left big toe and
bounce into the hands of Coach
Milky Beach's son, and rebound
like a pinball off the legs of every
single Jock on the court.

The Jocks caught a break with
the score 14-10 when the
Lichenstein server Gerlinde
Anheuser-Busch misfired and
served the ball towards your
humble reporter in the stands, obviously annoyed by my constant
note-taking. The Jocks recovered
the serve and tied the score at 1414 with two blocks by Julia Van

Does anyone really care about
enjoying a relaxing warm summer evening with your favorite
mate in canoe gently drifting on a
calm and secluded lake anymore

Outdoors

Conestoga

College (J

Call Gail Smyth at ~-iB-3516 in Kitchener.
Out of tcwn sCudenis rruv call collect.

The last point of the match
was a dandy. Recently transformed middle hitter Scotch Kee
dove majestically over the
Moulded Jocks' bench to keep
the ball in play after a Hildegard
Budweiser attack. The ball sailed
romantically into Howler's hands

and it enabled her to set up
set the ball,

Siouxnation. She

we can look forward to now is the
gleam of an aluminum rivet tank
and the gentle screech along hidden rocks of the shallow cesspool
you're on. Fun, huh?

?

I don't think so!
What has happened to the one

time popular pastime and choice
method of getting a girl alone
away from your parents at your
summer cottage?
Well I will tell you, the uneducated reader of this sports section, what exactly changed the
course of canoeing.
Firstly, there are just too
many bugs out there on the water
up north these days to get comfortable with your date as you
gently waft down stream to who
knows where. And why you may
ask? The cities are to blame. The
big bloodsucking insects have

John
Flower
been driven out of the urban centers and into the country. Think
about it, when was the last time
you were bitten by a bug in the
city? I can't remember either.
Secondly, the quality of the
canoes these days isn't what it
used to be. Gone are the days of
the sturdy skiff made with manly
elbow grease and pure Indian
know-how. I mean weren't trie
Indians the first to develop the
birch bark flotation device? All

anymore."

And finally the male race has
found better places to seduce and
serenade the opposite sex. With
huge technological advances in
debauchery, the male needs to
look no further than the corner
store to lure his date into
depravity. The canoe has become
an obsolete memory of past practices for socially unacceptable
nautical activities.
It hard

to

admit

to

the harsh

reality of life but it is our own
fault when we have to come to
grips with the virtual extinction
of canoeing as a pastime. The art
of making canoes is all but lost

forever and owning one is now
close to unnecessary. (How many
canoes have YOU seen on your
way to work lately ?) If you may
think that any of this is untrue
take this simple test to find out
your present knowledge and input
of canoes.

Question

#

1. Where are the

curved trees grown for canoe

hulls ?
Question 2. How
many pounds of frozen peas will
a canoe hold before it sinks ?
Question 3. What is the approximate age of the wood found in
mature canoes
Question 4.
How many of you possess your
own canoe?
If you answered "I don't
know" or "No" to any of these
questions than you are contributing to the extinction problem of
#

#

?

#

the canoe.

of the A

To the Idiots who
•#»
V/.
own Maple Leafs'
Lounge
TV
WLU
Season Tickets.

(

'Bryan Ihe. Beast" LebCanc
vs "Karen "Big tMouth" Bird
Steel Cage, no holds
'

(

Get the skills you need to
education to work.

Iglesias, a smash by Biff Keist, an
ace by Pawla Howler.

Canoes are boats, too

-

put your university

Merry
Hornsby

Siouxnation jumped, hung in the
air, combed her hair, did her
nails, tied her shoes, winked at
the photographer and drove the
ball shamelessly into the ground,
leaving a ten-foot hole in the
Complex floor.
Lankblanki was the most ecstatic of the players at the end of
the contest. "I'm so glad we won.
I don't have to hide when I go out
anymore." Sepulchre backed up
her statement, saying she feels as
good as the team's Le Chateaudesigned jackets look.
The most impressed person in
all of this was coach Beach. "You
can't make a silk purse out of a
sow's ear, but sometimes you can
win. And I don't have to give
reporters my killer look

WE'RE SORRY
FOR OUR POOR
barred, Lumberjack,
PLAY THIS YEAR.
no referee bout
See you on the golf course.
itfappy Mai and His (Merry 'Band of imposters.

to set

the record

STR AIGHT.
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Macaroni A La Tomatoe

1 box of Kraft Dinner
1 can of condensed Tomatoe
Soup
milk
garlic powder
Italian Seasoning
Salf &

Feiffer

Cook up the mac. and chaz. Once
you have the finished product,
open the can of tomatoe soup and
mix vigourously with the mac.
and chaz. adding milk a bit at a
time to reach desired consistency.

SECTION

D1
1 onion
1 lb ground beef

Contemplating
Cook up the mac and chaz. Once
you have the finished product,
chop up the green and red peppers, the hot peppers and the
onion. Fry for 10 mins. Brown

the ground beef and drain. Stir in
the above with the K.D. and before you can say Oui Pasa you

have delicious Macchile.
Serve with Carte Blanc.

Season to taste.

Special to the Trawna Stah

Remember when the words haute
cuisine meant dishes of fettucine alfredo,
peking duck, stuffed cornish hens, and
plates of food your mother told you to stop
smelling. The 80's has not only seen the
arrival of new drugs, and sleazier lingerie,
but the ascension of the almighty Kraft
Dinner from being a main dietary source
for krazy kollege kids, to the highest ranking position in Carnes Cuisine Festival this
past week.
Top Gourmet Chefs, Francois Poulet
and Carlo Coolo, both judges at this international affair, highly praised the dishes
prepared by Chef Yan Yin of Singh Singh.
I
Yin commented through a translator,
never thought the cheddar cheese sauce
mix made from: whey solids, dairy ingredients, salt, buttermilk powder, bacterial culture,rennet and/or pepsin and/or
microbial enzyme and calcium chloride,
disodium phosphate, sodium
tripolyphospate, citric acid, lactic acid,
lipase, colour would ever be recognized as
a good source of protein once mixed with
the pasta. You know what, it's not just for
breakfast anymore."
The versatility of the $0.79 boxed dinner has won worldwide approval.
Renowned authors J.Schryer and M. Leggett have seen the return of their cookbook,
The Wonderful World of Kraft Dinner to
the North American Bestseller list.
While cheap, and easy to make, the tres
tricky decision is how you can jazz up a
plate of the orange goop. Here is a list of
recipes compiled from Schreyer's and Leg"

gett's masterpiece.

*note for all recipes prepare the
macaroni and cheese as listed on the blue
and yellow box.

Kraft

Dinner
Breakfast Mac. and Chaz.

Macaroni Tuna Casserole
1 box of Kraft Dinner
1 can of tuna

milk
garlic
Salf & Feiffer
Cook up the mac. and chaz. Once
you have the finished product,
pour the k.d. into the casserole
dish add a little milk to thin and
add the tuna. Lots of feiffer to
taste and bake in the oven twenty
minutes at 325 degrees.
Remove and Devour

1 box of Kraft Dinner
Bacon and Eggs

Salf and Feiffer
Cook up the mac and chaz. Once
you have the finished product,
start frying up some bacon. Cook
to however you like your bacon
them remove from frying pan;
leave the grease in pan and scamble 4 eggs in it. Cut bacon into
fine pieces and mix with eggs in
Mac. & Chaz.
This is an excellent way to save
your bacon and eggs supply from
being depleted by feeding all
those "extra" people that crash
out at your place after a party and
wake up screaming for food.
Fancy Ground Beef

Diet Mac and Chaz
1 box of Kraft Dinner
Boil some Macaroni use no salt,
drain, Do Not add butter, milk or

cheese. Serve with lite beer.
Note: We do not endorse this
dish, I feel that dieting is a disease which must be stopped and

we have only included this recipe
due to public pressure.

Sloppy J.L.'s
1 box of Kraft Dinner
1 can or jar of spaghetti sauce
2 slices ofbread or some buns

Cook up the mac and chaz. Once
you have the finished product,
add the spaghetti sauce or reasonable facsimile* Put between
the bread or buns, eat over a plate
or while wearing someone else's
shirt.

1 box of Kraft Dinner
1 lb medium ground
2 tomatoes

salf & feiffer
H.P. sauce
oregano
paprika
legg
Ale

Cook up the mac and chaz. Once
you have the finished product,
mix the egg and 2 tablespoons of
H.P. sauce with the ground beef.
Begin frying on medium heat.
When the beef is browned, drain
fat and mix evenly with K.D. adding oregano as you stir.
Cut tomatoes into wedges. Feiffer
one side of the wedges, paprika
on the other sides. Lay out on top
of K.D. mix.

Green Peppers
Red Peppers

Serve with Stout Ale.

Macaroni A La Mushroom
1 box of Kraft Dinner
1 can of condensed mushroom

soup
milk

garlic

Italian Seasoning
salf and feiffer
Cook up the mac. and chaz. Once
you have the finished product,
open the can of mushroom soup
and mix vigorously with the mac
and chaz. adding milk a bit at a
time to reach desired consistency.
Season to taste.

Yin Yan's Mac Pizza

Cook up the mac and chaz. Once
you have the finished product,
spread the K.D. over a lightly
greased pizza. On top place sliced
tomatoes, onions, green peppers,
mushrooms, pepperonies etc.

you know all the regular
fixin's. Now slip it into a
preheated oven at around 350 degrees. Wait 10-15 mins. Watch it
now, don't burn the shit out of it
and say "Golly Gee I only went to
put on a record!" This excuse carries no weight and if you were
cooking for a large group of
people banishment from the
kitchen is highly probable unless
you prefer self exile.
...,

Thick or thin crust is up to you,
this all depends on the size of
your pizza pan and how much
K.D. you make.

Serve with ale.
Mac Chili

Hot Peppers

D

Now you too can be a gourmet

chef! Banish Cordon Bleu! Kraft
Dinner rules the universe.
In Universe, Nebraska 95%
saiu. yes to K.D.

Coral Muzak

When booger bashing
really gets you down
Your sitting at a table with eight people at an
important function for your mate's company and
suddenly you are aware of something swinging
from the end of your nose. It is waving back and
forth like a pendulum but you're really not sure
what it is. Slowly you reach up and with the back of
your hand take a swipe at it.
It is a huge booger and it has landed in your
mashed potatoes.
Even worse, you still are not sure if anyone saw.
Has this ever happened to you?
Most people are too nervous to admit it but it
has happened to at least 70% of the population.
Up until recently there's been no help for
people who suffer from what social psychologist
Snot Jong calls "booger bashing". Those people
were previously left wondering whether or not they
eat the mashed potatoes. If you do, and someone
saw that booger catapult out of your nose, you'd be
pretty damned embarrassed. But if you don't someone is likely to ask why you're not eating the
potatoes and then you are placed in another embarrassing position. Do you tell them you snorted a
booger into your food or do you lie and say you're
not really hungry anyway?
Dilemmas like this can cause stress that, in
some cases, can be debilitating, according to Jong.
Sufferers have been known to experience reactions
ranging from hyper-ventilation to strokes. Jong,
who's book Booger Bashing and other embarrassments: How to make them workfor you hits the
stores tomorrow, began studying the phenomenon
after treating numerous patients for the condition.
"So many people come into my clinic in a state
of near hysteria after an especially tense episode,"
says Jong. "I simply sit them down, shoot them full
of heroin, and when they've become drooling idiots
I sell them a copy of my book."
"It must work because they never come around

again."
Jong's book outlines several methods of combating the stress that comes from flipping a booger
into an embarrassing spot. There are three basic
steps that anyone can employ to get out of a sticky

situation like this.
If a booger lands in your food in public, Jong
suggests that you:

1. Ingest copious amounts ot alconoi. you will
become too numb to care or you will do something
for more embarrassing and everyone will forget
about the booger.

2. Always make sure you have at least a quarter
ounce of cocaine on your person so if someone sees
you eating the misplaced booger you can just tell
them you don't want to waste any of the drug. At
the price of cocaine these days the other diners are
likely to understand.
3. Eat around the booger until it is in full view
and then act disgusted and send your meal back.
Better to have the kitchen staff look like pigs than
you.

Jong feels his advice will almost certainly cure
the stress caused by snorting a booger across the
table. While the above advice will likely aid the
average sufferer, Jong cautions that those with
more deeply rooted psychoses will still likely require therapy.
Not only does Jong examine the stress caused
by booger bashing in his book, he also advises on
other tension creating embarrassments.
For example, you have just been introduced to a
particularly good looking member of the opposite
sex and, in your enthusiasm to make a good impression, you Jet an embarrassingly foul fart.
What do you do?
Jong suggests that you begin talking loudly in
hopes that the other person will concentrate on why
you are yelling and not notice the noxious cloud
Jiat has surrounded the two of you. Then, at the
first chance, make your escape.
Or, if you are male, and a sudden erection
strikes while you are in your bathing suit talking to
a cute girl at the pool?
Jong says you should jump from foot to foot
and pretend you are cold. Look around for a towel
or something to cover yourself with. If nothing is
available, and it is convenient, accidentally slip and
fall into the pool.
Booger Bashing and other embarrassments:
How to make them work for you, which retails for
$250.00, is a necessary purchase for anyone who
has ever found themselves in an embarrassing position and had no idea how to get out of it. The book
may revolutionize psychiatric treatment in the
Western world. Not only will people be able to cure
their own minor psychoses related to embarrassment, a new breed of armchair psychologists will
emerge to treat their friends and family.
When asked if he was worried about going out
ofbusiness because the book will make embarrassments no longer a cause for therapy, Jong stated,
"Not really. I mean I'm going to make lots of
money either way. I may go to the Soviet Union
and practice there, or if worse comes to worse, I'll
just write another book saying that scratching your
arms can cause neuroses and that'll have them
flocking back to my office."
"It's all in how you manipulate things," he said
with a grin.
Care for some mashed potatoes?
LOUISE WHITE RETURNS NEXT WEEK WITH

"GAZING IN THE NAVEL OF THE WORLD".
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Sixty year old man complains

Daily Recipe

of an unusual toe jam fetish

Dear Con:

Thanks for your
heartfelt concern. Removing dinnerware from its proper place is
truly a crime, but you sound as if
you recognize the errors of your
ways, and you may even recover

happiness.
Except my problem began
long before 1 was married and has
continued daily since about the
age of fourteen when I first
looked at my toes as a growing
boy. The sight of the foreign

Prickley
from this tragic episode in life.
Until y«Sur therapy is completestick to plastic (and as always, re-

the end of my rope! HELP!
-

Fed Up

cycle).

Dear Edith: My roomate and I
are having a few problems. She
insists on playing her classical
music at glass-shattering levels,
and when I complain, she tells me
to go sit in the hall. She uses
copious amounts or hairspray at
least 5 times a day, and the killer
chemicals are wilting all my
plants. I lost 3 African violets
last week to her cruel lack of concern. Due to the fact that she always leaves her keys in our door
lock, we have been robbed twice,
and I have been forced to go out
and buy a new computer since the
theives took mine the first time
they broke in. So to top it all off,
she says she needs 12 hours of
sleep per night, meaning that she
goes to bed at 7:oopm while
giving me dirty looks for leaving
my lights on while I study. I'm at

Dear Fed Up: The way I see it,
you have 3 options:
1. Toss her a match the next time
she sprays her hair
2. Shave her head to the uplifting
tunes

of Beethoven's sth

Symphony
3. Put her at the end of your rope
(and the other end around bus 9
Lincoln)
If the above 3 prove unaffective, kill her in her sleep via final
net and African violets.

lovers, but folks of any nation-

ality will enjoy this dish even
Goderich people.

big vat, like Alice the Brady's
housekeeper, until it is cooked.

Yacchemash Kolbassa
Kabbage Stew

Shred it with a shredder and
throw it in a pot. Add onions and
various other shit listed and throw
them in the pot. Take the room
temperature kolbasa and throw it

rope with no where to turn and no
toes to suck.

Jamless

recycle this paper

Jump out the
window as fast as you
can. There is no hope for wierdos
like you. Sorry, nice guys finish

'gy£jts3*L v~"

last.

Aries (March 21-April 19):
Stop hoarding your money or any
loved ones will leave. Get your
hands out of your pants-put them
in your neighbour's. You're a
jerk so it's not a good day to purchase stocks.
Taurus (April 20-May 20):
Explore U1U&&
Xaiiiaslcs
you've been having lately. Have a

nice hot bubble bath with partner.
Relax and enjoy a nice bottle of
white wine. No Swiss Chalet
chicken today as your stomach is
sore.
Gemini (May 21-June 21):
Get off your high horse asshole.
Now is the time to take control of
your crappy existence. Go see
your local clergyman. Repent
Sinner, Repent!

Cancer (June 22-July 22):
The moon child must slowdown.
You are throwing your money
11l

limn

in

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22):
You're too intense man! You've
been getting a lot of flack lately,
but hey, you're otay Buckwheat!
Spend your money and drink lots
of booze. Use that dusty bottle of
baby oil sitting on your shelf.

Make an obscene

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Hide that bottle of Scotch,
as the neighbours are beginning
to gossip. Stop eating the Alpo-

the facial hair is getting more
noticeable. It's time to make that
visit to your dying grandmother,
to get those treasured family
recipes.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Beg your boss for some time off
so you can boff an off-duty local

Virgo (Aug. 23-SepL 22):
Go to the hairdresser and indulge
in a poodle-perm.

You might
even enjoy a manicure for those
over-worked hands. You're getting a bit green around the gills

condoms.

-

head to the nearest dermatologist,
could be acne.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23):
Stop socializing so much those
diseases are creeping up on you.
Watch for head lice. Take out
your garbage and change your
kitty litter. Sue your partner for
all he or she is worth.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21):
Don't let your mental problems
interfere with social relationships.
Enjoy a heated rendezvous with
-

that psycho redhead you've been
flirting with at the office. Buy

n

John Casablancas, President of Elite Agencies* Offers his
World Famous Training Method To Bring Out The Best In
You Whatever Career You Choose!

cop. Praise your children for the
good work they're doing at
school. Indulge yourself- buy

that tractor on sale at Canadian
Tire and cut your lawn.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Everyone knows you're losing
your hair, so you might as well
stop wearing that ridiculous

baseball hat. Take more control
sexually and eat Gouda cheese.
Your phone bills are skyrocketing, so you had better stop phoning Call-An-Orgy.

Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20):
Go to your spiritual guru. Your
Nirvana is becoming less hopeful.
Try to get more rest. Ignore those

Horoscope
for Thursday
crawling hands early in the morn-

ing. Bake your special Mend a
cake. Scorpions figure prominently. Brush them off.
Today's Birthday: Take that
materialistic attitude and put it to
good use buy a new car. This
year could lead to spiritual excite-

Model News Magazine

-

ment with God. Pisces is your
best bet for sexual encounters.
May will find you in a new job.
August will be bad for health-

related problems, especially that
uncontrollable toe jam. People
will see you as a fetish in late
September.
Celebrity Insights: The incredible Tongue-Master Helia
Malia was born in the year of the
first test-tube baby, in 1980.
Being spiritually minded people,
they enjoy going to raunchy bars
for a midnight indulgence in a
Jack Daniels. As people who
love toys, a bottle of BubbleMagic makes them happy.
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San Francesco's
FRANCESCO's3/-y
746-4111
33 University Ave. E.
SAN FRANCESCO'S
presents a night of laughter,
wine and mnsic

PIZZA
JTJwith SIMONE KELLY "The Songster"
Kitchener Location

PANZEROTTI

"

I'

,

I

I
I

I

II
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30 Ontario St. South

SANDWICHES

*

| 607 KING ST. W., KITCHENER

-

|

™

John Casablancas

i

■ill

phonecall.

■

cat.

a night of drinking and
dancing, dump the dorks they are
not your friends.
out for

fall off.

nearest

yourself a pack of those rainbow

-

--

Dear Jamless:

away on lazy slobs. Get a grip on
if they won't take you

reality

3 large heads of St. Lawerence
Market Cabbage.
1 tsp salt
3 Basil leaves
1/2 tsp pepper
1/2 tsp garlic
500 ml of sour cream
Wash everything you bought
you can't trust the life-threatening
chemicals they use nowadays.
Boil the cabbage profusively in a

From Polish Meat Recipes (or
I never sausage a mess) comes
this delicious Kolbasa and Cabbage stew. It's designed for pope

Taurus to indulge in bubbles
By Sanka Riobuch
Today will leave you feeling
restless after a long hard night of
heated romance. The bulge in
your pants is bigger and your
libido is in overdrive. Conversations have sexual undertones.
Don't worry go to bed with your

you with and stir until your
triceps bulge with excitement.
Add the spices and throw the
sourcream into. Kneel and pray to
God that it tastes good. Stick finger in for a pretaste.
Note: Each serving is rich in
caloric taste. If your on a diet
forget man
head for the stale
box of Saltines.
A Quick Tip From Stan's
Kitchen: Tired of scrubbing
those old spaghetti pots left in the
kitchen from last week's supper.
Better yet, haven't found a way to
get rid of those damn niccotine
stains on your left index finger.
Mix one part Javex with two parts
vodka and all stains will vanish
after rinsing throurghly with
water. Caution: Stop immediate
use of mixture if skin appears red
and flacky. Kinda like it's gonna

beets

Chow Down

my hunger pangs. However,
many of these women rejected
my wishes and called me a
"wierdo." I am the end of my

--

Dearest Edith: Here is a problem
I bet you've never dealt with in
your career. I am a man of sixty.
I have worked hard all my life for
a major corporation which I will
leave unnamed. I am married to a
wonderful woman and have three

Stan's Stew is a
gourmet delicacy

odourous substance between my
toes became an instant turn on to
my hormones. Behind closed
doors I would consume my toe
jam, now as a growing man I enjoy the taste of the substance
formed between womens' toes. I
could never tell my wife, so for
the past 25 years I have hired
thousands of prostitutes to satisfy

onions
3/4 cup fresh green onions
1/2cup purple onions
2 cups finely chopped pickled red

chopped, cubed, sliced-whatever
you prefer. Because I don't care.
Take a big spoon preferably
the big one your mama use to hit

I

out
A Concerned Con

beautiful daughters. My whole
life has been dedicated to their

Edith

on the counter where it

packed polish meats.
3 large finely chopped Spanish

Stan Szachlewiczj^j

can be

5 lbs Astro Kolbasa, fresh from
the Karl the butcher or 1 package
of Maple farms vaccuumed

1

Dear Edith: I am writting to you
from behind bars. The charge? A
felony--I removed glass plates
and silverware from the Torque
Room. Not a plesant subject I
realize, but this letter is not being
written to be pleasant or to gain
sympathy. I simply want to warn
you of the consequences of such a
crime before you consider committing it. If you remove an article of dinnerware from either the
Torque Room or the Dinning
Hall, you immediately render the
entire set useless, as it is no
longer complete, and the staff is
forced to order a new one-out of
their personal pay cheques no
less. This is the primary reason
for the cost hike in the student
card from 5$ to 20$. Furthermore, tuition prices must be
raised every year in order to compensate for this tragic loss.
Please, do not fall into this terrible abyss. Eat in or styrofoam

1

I

im
The Stah's

,

741-8325
Saturday 9:00 p.m.

GIANT SLICES
Downtown Kitchener location
30 Ontario St.
741-8323

PASTA

I

I

I
I
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CLASSIFIED

ALLISON: congratulations
for drawing out all us left
wing, tree-hugging, whale
loving subversive radicals
last week. Social conscience at Laurier!?! Much
appreciation, Your Wilfs
friends and the rest of the
earth. P.S. Latex Latex

planned pregnancy? Call
Birthright. We offer support
and can help you discover
your options. Call: 5793990.
attfntion Pankai
uHhac fane* nrivato nartv
AnriMs/89 Female duos
required as
and soloists reauired

°n

til 2:3opm today.

on 6 in

He was one man with a lot
of sweaters, yet he was all
alone.
Till the one day when the
lady met this fellow, and
she took us all to the
dining hall for lunch, then
we a " went back to the
lounge to watch Y&R,
that's the way we all became the D3E bunch.

ALONE with your un-

tha Kn/iwt
biggest

n f .hem

named Duffy who was
busy , knitting all the time.

everywhere.

112 the
to

GRAD Class Brunswick
Nite in Turret. Mon. Apr. 3.
$2 advance. $3 door. Tix
available at Infocentre.
,
thmiput
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campus.

BELATED Congratulations
to the vertical smiles. You
guys really deserve to be
#1. Love from your most

Marathon man batman
bofMiend the other
mond and'my best friend):
thanks for turning this year
into n emo tion-Dacked

GUMBY. Stop hustling my
womanlOß ELSEI J.

veritable plethora still to
come (there d better be,

al"

21

V.W. sounds like a car.
Great skiing last week-end
-

Dudes:

s/»X'V»rdark

E, s.?Pr
ns

mb

lo" he

Z .Z'%

Four „„s
of PoliSci should lead to a

KATHY

Eir

B.S. degree, not a B.A.
Good luck to you and

Roger in upcoming nupitals. From your 'local'
buddy.

a
r
summer.
Whomever you may

—————-—

and

be. A.

"

our

mink

w 'LL Gu m by ewr irol
Peaches? Can Peaches
really perform Nke she
says? Did Curt Browning
really take steroids? For
—

n |We/ S

yOUr Se P tember

Cord.

Helo Wanted

»TchS^ .r;!
asswasfcs
,_

,h

stage

—

crews/managers, lighting
crews/managers, informa-

tion attendants, souvenier
sales clerks and morel!
CALL 746-6303 for details.

NADINE: sighT
NANCE the heavv

metal

queen- to quote a famHa
phrase, "two hot women
one hot year." Love me
'

ON second thought
Gumby, there's plenty of
Peaches to go aroundl J.
PARTY after finalsl in
Mexico with BUST
LOOSEI Holidays. $499
.for 2 weeks. Phone ROb
747-2828.
pregnancy, birth coFrals. Non-judgmental and
free services on AL , of
your options. Call Planned

Parenthood 743-6461
,
.
Sorry guysl
SORRY
n UQ Debs
nh
gone
„

9 backl
THE search is on: The Entrepreneur's Club is looking for successful student
entrepreneurs, to enter a
Canada wide contest with
great prizfes. Call Steve at
884-7482 for details.
fu£—nr-TT

teaching experience. Be a
tutor and help other students! Applications and

more info available
InfoCentre.

at the

—

needed

for

summer work in Brantford.
No experience necessary.
Work outside, make good
money. ($6.50-$lO/hr.)
Call Doug at 747-4162.

SUMMER Jobs: Springtime Garden Centres
Limited is hiring retail
salespersons. No experl-

ence necessary.
Enthusiasm essential. Information and applications
Lower Floor,
s 'udent Services Centre.
TREE Plant this summer
'or Arbor International. For
info contact the stun

—eat.

dent emlpoyment centre or

ca11(416)538-6007.
307

For Sale

FRANCHISE Managers!

1 978 Chev 3/4 ton van,

super-reliable, powerful
huqe carao area PS PR

Shouldn't

and alternator.
need anything to safety.
$1700. Call Mark at 74393i0.
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rHUMPER: Thanks for
JPR and RE+. Vern would

Remember
ve're standing on the edge
>112 forever. Love always
)e

proud.
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says

theses business
reports $1 50/doublspaced oaae 744-9738

CONVENIENT Word Processing: One block from
campus

Essavs-

per

double-spaced paqeResumes $5 oer oaoe'

D raft
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vided. May book ahead.
Don .t de , ay phono odav
,

projects, essays, resumes,
9 enera typing. Twelve
ysars ex P er| ence. Good

l
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-h'anks

bOyS
hanks for making this
the best one yet.
>ood luck on exams,
aord
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bians Of Waterloo) operate
a coffee-house every Wednesday in room 110 of the
.^. tha Uni
T;^ S
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00pm

are
GLOW ,or more

aT|

fnfofma-

GRAD Class Brunswick
Nite in Turret. Mon. Apr. 3.
$2 advance, $3 door. Tix
available at Infocentre.
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WORD Processing: Fast,
accurate and letter quality.
Resumes, essays, theses,
business reports, etc. Free
pickup and delivery. Call
Diane: 576-1284.
WORD
F ac t
accurate will pickup and

WiS
and minor

deliver on campus

make spelling
grammar corrections
(English Grad). Laser
printer. Call Suzanne at
886-3857.

pick-up and delivery of
most items. 893-5705
:

but it

time turning around in
hallway? A penguin with a
javelin throuah its head

,

_

"

DID Adam and Eve have
navels? If so, were they
—

"innies" or "outies"?

WHY did the monkey fall
ut of tbe tree? Because it
was dea d-

IF Teflon is no-stick, what
makes it stick to the frying

°

Geography Award. Any

:

W

ML

FELCHING: Oral extraction of semen from the recturn after anal intercourse.

THIS IS NOT A JOKE

1^"1
I
C

SAM
WANTS

IAI AkITO

bathrooms, fully furnished.
Available May Ist to August 31st. Please call
Jenn, Cath or beth 7475382. $125 a room, negotiable '

SUMMER sublet: Two
large furnished bedrooms

bjjo.™

lease. Balcony, laundry
facilities and parking available. One minute to
Laurier and ten minutes to
University of Waterloo.
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is! Amaze
your friends! Astound your
family! The whole world
will bow down to you just
like they did to Walt Disneyl Sound too good to be
true? Well you can do it!
Just send $500 to the Cord
Weekly c/o the Classifieds
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APPLY
NOW!
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class
cartoonist. Void where
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Yes, THE INFO BOOTH is

Of theSB
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that Will help you receive
money THE FASTEST WAYI
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FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL
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THE INFORMATION CENTRE
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has a growing number of
locations across Canada (235+) with over 12,000
Western Union locations in the United States.
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pleased tO announce the addition Of Wilfrid
Laurier University to the national network of
communities being served by TRANSDOLLAR.
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Cheap! Cheapl
Cheap! Room for 3 or 4.
Call Jon 884-4166.

_

One highland

and delivery available.

rent -

,
the bl 9 one, Brad, he's a prick to handle too. And

can't be journalists.

board light.

—

WSS.

UL>

sly bugger.) Apply at the

saints

and you'll be dancing like a
bat out of hell by the dash-

FOR rent: one mu le- Only
used occasionally, and
can tell you it is good.
Cheap too. A bit messy
perhaps, but it's worth it.
(Peaches liked it!)

YOU

'

be careful of the shifty looking one, Bryan. He's a

LEARN to dance at the
Meatloaf school of dance.
one week at the sc hool

"
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Miscellaneous
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~~~Politics... for those who

—————

rooms for

)or

and drink even more than

Jf-,

—,

BUris--*'
;

s h.id«

good, and the hogs ain't too smelly. (All except

P

,

i always fun field of
politics You get to lie a lot

r.

A

———

days/week. Work Guaran-

c,
St

chillas but they don't
count. Anyway, be a journalist...there's no life like it.

POLITICS: Pursue a
—————-career in the ever expand-

Batman

D
Professional
Services offered 7

rpipi/fp
BRICKER
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—pan?

666
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OPENING FOR A
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often true.
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3.14159 Accomodations

DrUSn.
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JOURNALISM: Pursue a
Dir UAkini rn
career in the ever expand- 112
"IVJI rIAIMULcR
| n 9. always fun field of
journalism. You get to
ALL you gotta do is shovel
smoke like hall and drink
eve
I , ore than you
out the pen and toss the
V,
smoke. Its great. Some of
my best friends are jourslop at the pigs. Pay is
nalists. Others are chinret ty

time, that having is not al-

'

RESUMES, Cover Letters,
Correspondence, etc. Student Rates. 746-8508.

i

aspiration (choking on
tood). Mark's close friends
would like to strongly
str ©ss that the autopsy
,oun d no levels of drugs
and the level of alcohol
was very low.
On Friday March 31,
there will be a donation
box located in Wilfs during
the afternoon, and a booth
in the Turret during the
evening. Donations will go
towards the Lindemann

m>

lavatories. After 5

/

way s as Peasant a thing
as wanting. It is not logical,

WHAT'S black and white
and red and has a hard

period.

*
ri

FAST, accurate tVDist will
tVDe essavs thocoe
resumes, etc. Call Lyn at
742-6583

MnDnc
WORDS.

Laurier student died of
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DON'T DELAY'

may find, after a
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APPLY NOW!
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-Erb area.
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Th. final u,ops, to,
Lindemann has been
[ ec ieyed. The third year
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AIP S with mo. Must be
fluent in Spanish in case
we get lost.
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DAMMIT Jim I'm a doctor
not a Classified Coordinatorl

go out and twist open a
fOW cooly-pops and then
pass out on a couch somewhere Mvr .
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til© SdlTlG
111116.
NOWI
APPLY MV/VV.
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IVE got blisters on my fin-

■HELP.
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HELP! I'm being held
hostage by the Cord Classi,ied Co-ordinator and his
army of chinchillas. don't
know how much longer
can lastl Ahhhhhhhh...
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pr9tty good

,
words
must sav this-Thank PnH
didn 't put
through wM
I've been through
After all has been said, I
have
d v d live
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ECONOTYPE: Theses,

ARBOR International Tree
plant this summer For

p
painters

have changed, lean,

ra

i

ar e

responsibility

myself, my
solely, you are not at fault.

s ;„r,: n"s:

8

planned social activities
and a chance to work with
the best amateur
musicians in Canada.
Needed from May 14-23

I

°

-

Derate soonsor nrnnram

Call Steve at 884-7482 for
more details.
,
MMC
n—n
H

Services

, ®

,"9u 0
to have a friend like

IF you like Tang, Cool
Ranch Doritos, james
Bond, Bits & Bites, Star
Trek (both series), Rolex
Oyster Perpetuals, and the
Hitchiker's Guide to the
Galaxy then you're much
too hoopy a frood to be
reading this section of the
classifieds. Look at the

mjnd

„

885-1353

199

I write to you on last time,
not to bother, not to pry,
but to say what's on my

,

12

for a stout little
to spend my
with.
like to
(big ones) and
eat marshmallows and
stare at clouds. If you are
interested you can find me
in the WLUSU President's
office until the end of April.

—^mmm

Beforo

°

I'M looking
waterfoul
weekends
climb trees

Poetry

I

142.4

h
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concourse today

vEtß db halMMyls
Frida y March 31. Come
out and party to the music
of IN DEBT. Guaranteed a
great time.

°
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I
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®

BRICKER St rooms for
rent. Cheap! Cheapl
Cheap! Room for 3or 4.
Call Jon 884-4166.

I

'j f

u
found m the
TV lounge
most of the time, and if I'm
,l
,hen
there are
1I®'2f 1®' ? er

Monica/Trish 884-0038,
Sean 746-2583.

TONIGHT Lettermen's
Club presents Sour Mash.

$3 advance, $5 door. Tickets for sale until 2:3opm in

j

°

I

r

i

meat- Lots of nice uicy
MEAT.
slabs of fresh animal flesh.
We got cows, we got pigs
why we even got a shit
load of sheep too. You
name the creature and we
can get some of its body
ready to cook and serve to
your family. Don't pass this
opportunity upl Order a
whole animal and we'll
throw in a big sharp knife
to chop it up with, absolutely free. Call nowl

shaved my pits
| lke you asked, and
started using deoderant.
even brush my teeth
sometimes. The chinchillas
are gone too. In fact, bent
over f—ing backwards to
do exactly what you want
so you'd better f—ing
come back or rM f jng
come out looking for you I
love you always sweetie
pie. Signed, Peaches.
°

Jonnson. it tnis
Johnsonlf
this sounds like
a good time then you re
he ne fo/ m6
an be

4

store, bank, grocery; 15
min WLU, rent negotiable.

Did

T pie.
nam im<~ sweetie
DARLING
Please come home. All is

T

More Quips

99

,

WANTED: roomate for one
year lease. Rent cheap.
Close to WLU. If interested
call 747-5382.

*

!

Space Filler
—

J

weight room; laundry
facilities; 2 min to beer

252

322

FAST cars
lots of
spaahetios and a bia

bedroom; air conditioned;
outdoor pool; patio; sauna;

hurt you badly, hope
not, pray not, my intentions
were not to make you crv.
Everything that has oc
curred, have brought onto

«»<3474.

MONEY. Do you need to
finance your new venture?
The Entrepreneur's Club
can help vou with its cor-

In
31)

,
I14
r
"AUG

Ma y

'

CALL US: 884-3249 or

M,c:

spring

T,M

E

Love your wayward child.

SUmmer

3

'
All
Bin.
male
live
1
to
WANTED:

"

hey

<

A Great Celebration is
planned from May 11-13 to

grad
GRAD Class Brunswick
Brunswick
Nite in Turret. Mon. Apr. 3.
$2 advance $3 door. Tix
available at Infocentre.

Be My Friend

—

b preseints jSour Mash.
advance, $5 door. Tickon sale in conourse un-

mark the 28th anniversary
of the opening of Sir John
A MacDonald Collegiate in
Scarborough. Everyone is
wanted, everyone is welcome. Former staff & students are invited to direct
inquiries to Sir John A
MacDonald reunion 2300
Pharmacy Ave. Scarborough Ont. MIW IHB.
(416)396-6793.

786

Rent negotiable, call 8846093.
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HERBERT and David, will
we ever meet? Liza and
Diane.

3.14159 Accomodations

Upcoming Events

NOT SERIOUS

-

and trust yourself.

722

TO the girls of B5: Thanks
for an awesome year.
Love Mom.
TO Mike and Annick
/Carol) Bradv
v ,
tnrv nf a Invslv
, .
h was brinaina ud
io Jerv lovelv oirls Most

'

ABORTION is an alternative. Only you can make
that decision. Be informed

Acio
ASAP

Personals
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Personals
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